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. . .we care about your experience with our company!
Our goal is to make your order process easy by 
stocking quality products, fast, same day shipping on 
most orders, competitive pricing, and our commitment 
to service. 

We believe our company is an extension of your 
company. We go the extra mile to help you become 
successful!

Our dedication to you, our customer, is to provide 
the right products, at the right cost, at the right time. 

Our shipping is to anywhere in the United States 

and surrounding countries. We ship UPS and we are 
located in West Chester, PA, positioning ourselves to 
service the northeast corridor with our own fleet of 
delivery trucks

We offer over 20,000 products having access to 
all major manufacturers and suppliers including: 
Kimberly Clark, MSA, 3M, Eagle, Uvex, Howard 
Leight, Dupont, Best, and many more.

We market our company’s products through 
direct sales reps, customer service reps, direct mail 
campaigns and e-commerce web site.

We are an innovative supplier of PPE, abatement supplies, safety, 
industrial, environmental, and emergency services equipment and. . .

1-800-872-3684

Hours of Operation: Monday to Friday, 8am-5pm EST

West Chester, PA 19382
Order Toll Free: 1-800-872-3684
Order by FAX: 1-610-436-4983
Order Online: www.thesafetyhouse.com

For your on-line shopping convenience!

Either a call or a click away!
JUST ADD TO CART

http://www.thesafetyhouse.com
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com
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Air Filtration - Neg. Air Machines Air Filtration - Neg. Air Machines

2004 Air Scrubber of the Year
Aerospace had a hard time keeping up with demand for this unit. Almost 700 CFM on high speed allows this 
small unit to be handled by one person... A TREMENDOUS BARGAIN! Made from aircraft grade aluminum 
for reduced weight.. Not available in casters.

Variable Speed. 
This unit is growing in popularity for it's fan speed switch, which allows the contractor to determine the speed 
and amount of air being filtered. 

"ECONO" The Original Air Scrubber
The original unit manufactured in 1981. It all started with this unit, duplicated by many, but we are proud of the 
"ECONO's" history. Made from aircraft grade aluminum for reduced weight.

Slim unit for those hard to squeeze areas!
The 1800 is only 18" wide but still produces over 1800 cubic feet per minute. This unit has been increasing in 
popularity year after year. Made from aircraft grade aluminum for reduced weight.

Model Aeroclean 400 Mag Aeroclean 500 Mag Aeroclean 600 MAG Aeroclean 1800 Aeroclean 2000 'Econo'

Part # AM0099 AM0100 AM0100P AM0101 AM0102
Air Capacity High 400 CFM 550 CFM 675 CFM 1850 CFM 1950 CFM

Air Capacity Low 200 CFM 100 CFM 450 CFM 1200 CFM 1300 CFM

Motor 1⁄5 HP (two speed rocker switch) 1⁄5 HP (two speed rocker switch) 1.0 HP (two speed switch) 1.0 HP (two speed switch) 1.0 HP (two speed switch)

Dimensions 26" L × 14" W × 14" H 28" L × 14" W × 15" H 26" L × 18" W × 18" H 33" L × 18" W × 26" H 33" L × 26" W × 26" H

Castors Four (4) Rubber Feet Four (4) Rubber Feet Four (4) Casters Four (4) Casters Four (4) Casters 

Handles None None None Four (4) Handles Four (4) Handles

Exhaust 8" Exhaust 8" Exhaust 12" Exhaust 12" Exhaust 12" Exhaust

Weight 45 lbs. 41 lbs. 80 lbs. 115 lbs. 120 lbs.

Door Slide Down Door Slide Down Door Slide Down Door Slide Down Door Slide Down Door

Filters 1st Stage 13" × 13" Pre-Filter 13" × 13" Pre-Filter 16" × 16" Pre-Filter 24" × 16" × 1" Ring Panel 24" × 24" Pre-Filter

Filters 2nd Stage 13" × 13" × 1" Ring Panel 13" × 13" × 1" Ring Panel 16" × 16" × 1" Ring Panel 24" × 16" × 1" Ring Panel 24" × 24" × 1" Ring Panel

Filters 3rd Stage 12"×12"×11-1⁄2" HEPA Filter 12"×12"×11-1⁄2" HEPA Filter 16"×16"×5-7⁄8" HEPA Filter 24"×16"×11-7⁄8" HEPA Filter 24"×24"×11-7⁄8" HEPA Filter

Options Carbon Filter Maintenance free motorized 
impeller

Filter, Intake Manifold Intake Manifold, Carbon Filter, 
Hour Meter,  *HEPA Switch*

Intake Manifold, Carbon Filter, 
Hour Meter,  *HEPA Switch* 
Glasfloss Puracell V-Cell   
Mini-Pleat Series filters are 
now available on this unit.

Model Novair F2100 Novair F2100 Novair F2100

Part # AM0102P AM0102P-A AM0102P-G
Description Novair 2000 c/w  

HEPA Filter
Novair 2000 c/w  
HEPA Filter, Audible 
& Visual Alarms

Novair 2000 c/w 
General Purpose  
Filter

Air Capacity 
High

2000 CFM

Air Capacity 
Low

1200 CFM

Motor 2 HP-Two Speed Thermally Protected

Dimensions 37" × 26" × 31"

Power 115 Volt, 15 Amp, 60 Hz

Weight 135 Lbs.. 135 Lbs.. 120 Lbs..

Filtration 24" × 24" x 11.5" HEPA Filter 
1⁄2" Pad & Ring Panel

Dust Filter, 1⁄2" Pad & 
Ring Panel

Model Novair F1000 Novair F1002 Novair F1005

Part # AM0104 AM0104-A AM0104-G
Description Novair 1000 c/w 

HEPA Filter
Novair 1000 c/w HEPA 
Filter, Audible & Visual 
Alarms

Novair 1000 c/w General 
Purpose  Filter

Air Capacity 
High

1000 CFM

Air Capacity 
Low

500 CFM

Motor Two Speed Thermally Protected

Dimensions 20" × 23" × 40"

Power 115 Volt, 5 Amp, 60 Hz

Weight 81 Lbs.. 81 Lbs.. 76 Lbs..

Filtration 16" × 16" x 11.5" HEPA Filter 
1⁄2" Pad & Ring Panel

Dust Filter, 1⁄2" Pad & 
Ring Panel

Size Pre-Filter Secondary 
Ring Panels

Pleated 
Filters

Charcoal 
Pleated HEPA Filter

13" × 13" AF0010-13/13 AF0020-13/13 na na AF0050-13/13 

16" × 16" AF0010-16/16 AF0020-16/16 AF0030-16/16 na AF0050-16/16 

16" × 20" AF0010-16/20 AF0020-16/20 AF0030-16/20 na AF0050-16/20

16" × 24" AF0010-16/24 AF0020-16/24 na na AF0050-16/24 

18" × 24" AF0010-18/24 AF0020-18/24 AF0030-18/24 AF0040-18/24 AF0050-18/24 

24" × 24" AF0010-24/24 AF0020-24/24 AF0030-24/24 AF0040-24/24 AF0050-24/24 

Clear Flexible Ducting 

AM0197 8" x 25' Sections

AM0201 10" x 25' Sections

AM0202 12" x 25' Sections

AM0203 14" x 25' Sections

Layflat Tubing (no wiring) 21 lbs.. 2.5 mil 

AM0304 12" x 500'

AM0314 14" x 500'

Aeroclean 400 CFM Negative Air Mover

Novair F1000 CFM 10" Vacuum Port

Aeroclean 600 CFM Negative Air Mover

Aeroclean 500 CFM Negative Air Mover

Novair F2100 CFM 12" Vacuum Port

Aeroclean 1800 CFM Negative Air Mover

Aeroclean 2000 CFM 'ECONO' Negative Air Mover

For The Small Areas.
This unit was created in 2000 by the request of contractors that required a small unit for the tightest/smallest of 
areas. Made from aircraft grade aluminum for reduced weight.

ASBESTOS ABATEMENT

 � Powerful 2HP motor generates exceptional, consistent 
flow rate and utilizes all filter media area 

 � 2 speed motor-provides consistent air flow of 
2000cfm (high speed) and 1000cfm (low speed)

 � 8 point motor/cage mounting prevents motor and 
cage shifting under the harshest conditions 

 � One of the lightest 2000cfm units on the market 
is easily transported by 2 operators 

 � Positive lock filter prevents filter movement 
for uninterrupted filtration 

 � Seamless construction guarantees leak proof operation 

 � Uses standard 24" x 24" H.E.P.A. filters, rated 
99.97% efficiency against 0.3 micron particles 

 � General Purpose Filters & Audible 
Alarms are also available

 � Custom controls & features available upon request 

 � Powerful 3/4HP motor generates exceptional, 
consistent flow rate and utilizes all filter media area 

 � 2 speed motor-provides consistent air flow of 
1000cfm (high speed) and 500cfm (low speed)

 � 8 point motor/cage mounting prevents motor and 
cage shifting under the harshest conditions 

 � Seamless construction guarantees 
leak proof operation 

 � Lightweight design with incorporated skids 
allow for easy and safe transport 

 � Positive lock filter prevents filter movement 
for uninterrupted filtration 

 � Uses standard 16” x 16” H.E.P.A. filters 

 � General Purpose Filters & Audible 
Alarms are also available

 � Custom controls & features available upon request

Filters Flexible Ducting

ASBESTOS ABATEMENT

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/am0102-aerospace-2000-cfm-negative-air-mover-item-am0102.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/am0102-aerospace-2000-cfm-negative-air-mover-item-am0102.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/aeroclean-1800-cfm-negative-air-mover-item-am0101a.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/aeroclean-1800-cfm-negative-air-mover-item-am0101a.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/aerospace-600-cfm-negative-air-mover-item-am0100p.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/aerospace-600-cfm-negative-air-mover-item-am0100p.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/negative-air-machines/aerospace-aeroclean-500-cfm-negative-air-mover-item-am0100.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/negative-air-machines/aerospace-aeroclean-500-cfm-negative-air-mover-item-am0100.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/aeroclean-400-mag-item-am0099.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/aeroclean-400-mag-item-am0099.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/aeroclean-400-mag-item-am0099.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/novair-air-mover-1000cfm-w-hepa-item-am0104.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/negative-air-machines/aerospace-600-cfm-negative-air-mover-item-am0100p.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/negative-air-machines/aerospace-aeroclean-500-cfm-negative-air-mover-item-am0100.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/novair-premium-air-mover-2000cfm-item-am0102p-1010.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/air-filtration/negative-air-machines/am0102-aerospace-2000-cfm-negative-air-mover-item-am0102.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=af0010
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=af0020
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=af0030
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/pleated-filter-16x16x2-12ea-case-item-af0030-16-16-1297.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=af0050
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AM0102P
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AM0104
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=flexible+ducting
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lay-flat-tubing-12-in-x-500-ft-2-5-mil-low-density-21-lbs.html
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Decontamination Decontamination
ASBESTOS ABATEMENTASBESTOS ABATEMENT

DC0119FR Disposable 3-Stage Decontamination Shower-38"x38" Flame Retardant

DC0101 Disposable 3-Stage Decontamination Shower-48"x48"

DC0121 Shower Head Assemble

DC0120 Replacement Poles

Disposable 3 Stage Decontamination Shower - 38" x 38" 

Hair and Body Shampoo

2 and 4 Ply Scrim Bath Towel White

Aerospace Telescoping Shower

Dual Water Filtration System 

 � Lightweight aluminum 
construction

 � 100 micron drain filter
 � Removable curtain
 � Two handles for EZ handling

 � Dimensions Open: 
31” x 30” x 83”

 � Dimensions Closed: 
31” x 31” x 48”

 � Weight: 100

DC9105-2 Curtains for Telescopic     
Shower

DC9105-4 Spray Wand                        
Assemble/Showers

WF0475 50' Sect. 3/4"-Water Hose Rubber

WF0455 Gilmour HD Plastic Spray Nozzles

WF0456 Gilmour Metal Spray Nozzle w/ Threaded Front

WF0465 Y Shut Off Connector

WF0466 "Y" Connector w/o Shut off

WF0470 Metal "Y" Connector w/Shut Off Valve

Hoses & Accessories

Pump Sprayers

Low-cost, durable and disposable decontamination 
solution for abatement projects. 

This shower system eliminates the hassle of constructing a decontamination facility on small, 
short duration projects. Sets up quickly to easily reduce your labor costs. It is the first all poly 
constructed unit, which means it can withstand the daily rigors of abatement projects without 
losing any structural integrity.  Each 3-stage configuration is also available in fire retardant 
polyethylene construction.  

Versatile sprayers ideal for spraying the 
wetting agent or encapsulant.
Performance and price make these sprayers 
excellent values. Handheld sprayer provide 
high quality without the high price tag. 
Gaskets stand up to heavy-duty use and 
provide leak-resistant connections and long 
life. Sprayer features a commercial-grade, 
anti-drip shutoff valve with large paddle 
grip and easy-to-clean filter. Tank cap has 
a built-in pressure-relief valve that sends 
liquids and air away from the opening when released.                       
Includes a long wand to provide the extra length you 
need for jobs that may be otherwise out of reach.

This fiberized wood based product absorbs up 
to 15 times it's weight which allows a bale to 
solidify between 2000 and 2500 square feet of 
liquid mastic clean up.

For job site clean up and ideal for 
absorbing the heavy mastic removal jobs.
A very large bag of rags vacuum sealed bags to 
ensure you get a large quantity of rags per bag. 
The rags are recycled clothing and are generally 
quite strong making them ideal for cleaning 
away oil and grease etc. Ideal for mechanics. 

Designed to encase spray-on 
fireproofing, asbestos-containing  
plasters and paints, transite, and 
asbestos-containing thermal insulation.
Lag-cloth viscous formulation minimizes dripping, 
cleanup and product waste. Lag-cloth provides 
a smooth, washable, aesthetically superior finish 
that will provide years of lasting protection. Lag-
cloth has excellent resistance to alkalis and can 
be applied directly over galvanized metal, wood, 
masonry or other sound surfaces. UV inhibitors 
make Lag- cloth suitable for encasement of 
exterior transite siding and asbestos fortified paint 
systems. Lag-cloth is water-based and non-toxic.

Easy hook to have ready access for after Decon 
Contains Skin Conditioners, protein for body and 
healthy hair, deodorant power to fight odors caused by 
bacteria, plus rich emolients that leave natural oils on 
the skin and hair.

Disposable and Durable
Perfect for to dry off after decon shower, these 
towels are soft and absorbent.

 � All units meet OSHA and EPA guidelines 
for decontamination facilities.

 � These units are made from two layers 
of 6-mil poly and have triple-flap 
ingress/egress doorways. 38" x 38"

 � Available in six different configurations, 
from the basic 3-stage unit to an extra 
large 3-stage unit, a 2-chamber clean 
room and equipment room unit for use 
with pop-up style metal showers.

Poles, drain water pick-ups and shower nozzle hardware are reusable and available separately. 
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#DC0119 
38"x38"

#DC0121
Shower Head Assemble

Aerospace 2 Stage Pump #9115 - 1/2 HP Dual Water Filtration System 15 Gallons 
per minute. Used with and Aero-shower. Weighs only 36 pounds

Ideal for use on the Telescoping shower to create an 
instantenous constant flow of hot water, pipes are heated 
so you never run out of hot water.
This heater with a mini-tank stores 3.85 gallons of water 
and easily connects to the back of the Telescoping 
shower. They are manufactured with titanium for longer 
life and helps prevents any leakage from the tank. 

The ORIGINAL Collapsible telescoping decontamination shower. 
The Aerospace Telescoping Pop-up Aluminum Shower is easily set 
up by two men in a matter of seconds.

#DC0101 
48"x48"

#DC0120
Replacement Poles

 � Two stage shower pump 
 � MADE IN U.S.A. 
 � Enclosed aluminum container 
 � Galvanized plumbing 

 � 5 Micron and 50 Micron filtration 
 � 12 Gallons per minute 
 � 1/2 H.P motor 
 � Weight: 36 lbs. 

 � Glass-lined tank for longer life
 � Mounts on wall or floor
 � Plugs into standard 120 volt outlet

 � Meets ASHRAE 90.1 Standard
 � Temperature/pressure 
relief valve included

 � Economical.
 � Water-resistant.
 � Fast and 
easy to use.

 � Covers pipes, 
valves, fittings 
and duct work.

 � Holds it's  
strength 
and form.

 � Super Absorbent
 � Biodegradable
 � Non Irritating
 � No Odor

 � No Hazardous 
Chemicals

 � Envirohmentally 
Friendly

DP0240 2-Ply Scrim Bath Towel White 15"x36" 275/case

DP0245 4-Ply Reinforced HD Towels/case

MS0135 Shampoo Hair & Body

WF0201 1 Micron  

WF0203 5 Micron  

WF0204 10 Micron

WF0205 25 Micron

WF0206 50 Micron

WF0207 100 Micron

WF0301 5 Micron  

WF0302 25 Micron

WF0303 50 Micron

WF0304 100 Micron

WF0530 Mini-Tank 
Water 
Heater

WF0502 Dual Water Filtration System

DC0112 Aerospace 
Telescoping Shower

TT0161 Hand-held, Translucent tank - 2 Gallon sprayer for 
application of the encapsulant or wetting agent

TT0162 Hand-held, yellow tank - 2 Gallon sprayer for 
application of the encapsulant or wetting agent

TT0171 A three-gallon airless sprayer for application of the 
wetting agent; on wheels.

Micron Filter Bags

9 3/4" x 2 3/4"d
Replacement Water Filters

Bosch GL4TI Ariston Pro Electric 
Mini-Tank Water Heaters 

Lag Cloth

MastaSorb

TT0161
TT0162

DC9105-6 Brass Faucet Assembly for 
Telescoping Shower/each

DC9105-7 Handles Hot/Cold for Aerospace 
Decon

SpillTech Medium Weight Oil Pad 18"x15" 
White 100/bale - Pads quickly absorb oil for effective cleanup 
of petroleum-based spills on land or water, protecting the 
environment from contamination. Absorbs Oily Liquids — 
Repels Water.  Oily grunge can't hide on bright white.

Universal Absorbent Pads - 17" x 15"- Gray  

SpillTech Absorbent Boom 5"x10' White 4/bale  
Boom applications include:  ditches, streams, retention ponds 
and waterways. Will not absorb water. 100% polypropylene will not 
deteriorate. Metal clips allow fastening together for multiple boom 
applications. 

Gray Universal Rag Rugs are made from recycled fibers. Pound 
for pound and dollar for dollar, it offers one of the most absorbent 
products anywhere. It is constructed from a single layer of natural 
and synthetic fibers that is then carefully needle-punched and heat 
set. 40 lb. bag.

Vacuum Packed Colored Rags

CHM0150 MastaSorb

TheSafetyhouse.com  - Your FIRST Choice For All Of Your Absorbency Needs.

MS1010 10 lbs.

MS1025 25 lbs.

MS1045 50 lbs.

SR1000

SR0704

SR1002

IN0010 5' x 150' roll 

IN0015 4" x 150' roll

TT0171

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/disposable-3-stage-decontamination-shower-1019.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/disposable-3-stage-decontamination-shower-1019.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/dc0101-disposable-decon-shower-4-x4-item-dc0101.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/dc0101-disposable-decon-shower-4-x4-item-dc0101.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/shower-head-assemble-item-dc0121.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/shower-head-assemble-item-dc0121.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/replacement-poles-for-decon-item-dc0120.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/replacement-poles-for-decon-item-dc0120.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/disposable-3-stage-decontamination-shower.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/shampoo-hair-body-item-ms0135.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/dual-water-filtration-system.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/aerospace-telescoping-pop-up-aluminum-shower.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/aerospace-telescoping-pop-up-aluminum-shower.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/dual-water-filtration-system.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/gilmour-25-series-50-sect-3-4-water-hose-rubber-nylon-item-wf0475.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/gilmour-25-series-50-sect-3-4-water-hose-rubber-nylon-item-wf0475.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/gilmour-hd-plastic-spray-nozzles-item-wf0455.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/gilmour-hd-plastic-spray-nozzles-item-wf0455.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/gilmour-metal-spray-nozzle-w-threaded-front-wf0456.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/gilmour-metal-spray-nozzle-w-threaded-front-wf0456.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/y-shut-off-connector-item-wf0465.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/y-shut-off-connector-item-wf0465.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/y-connector-w-o-shutoff-item-wf0466.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/y-connector-w-o-shutoff-item-wf0466.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/metal-y-connector-w-shut-off-valve-item-vf0470.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/metal-y-connector-w-shut-off-valve-item-vf0470.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/1-micron-spunbound-water-filter-item-wf0201.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/1-micron-spunbound-water-filter-item-wf0201-1134.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/1-micron-spunbound-water-filter-item-wf0201-1135.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/decontamination/1-micron-spunbound-water-filter-item-wf0201-1136.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/1-micron-spunbound-water-filter-item-wf0201-1137.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/1-micron-spunbound-water-filter-item-wf0201-1138.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/5-micron-filter-bags-item-wf0301.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/5-micron-filter-bags-item-wf0301-1140.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/50-micron-filter-bags-item-wf0301.html
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Poly Sheeting & Trash Bags Bags, Liners, Tape
ASBESTOS ABATEMENTASBESTOS ABATEMENT

Dumpster Liners

Nashua Duct Tape

Gaylord Liners

Gaylord Boxes

CHA0105 Spray Bond Glue Adhesive 12 cans/case 

CHC0130 D-limonene Citrus Terpene 
Solvent Cleaner All Natural Green Degreaser

MS0170 Boss Spray Spray Foam 12 oz.- 12 cans/case

Spray Bond Adhesive

D-Limonene Citrus DeGreaser

Boss Spray Spray Foam

Masking Tape

GB0100 44"x 60" Single Glove Bags

GB0102 44"x 60" Continuous Glove Bags

GB0106 60"x72" Continuous Glove Bags

GB0108 72"x120" Continuous Glove Bags

PL1329 22' x 8' x 5.5' - 3 Mil. Black Roll Off Liners 20 Yard

PL1330 22' x 8' x 12' - 6 Mil. Black Roll Off Liners 30 Yard

PL1335 22' x 8' x 8' - 6 Mil. Black Roll Off Liners 40 Yard

TD0570-2 2" Silver/Duct Tape 24rolls/case

TD0570-3 3" Silver/Duct Tape 16rolls/case

TD0590-2 2" Silver/Duct Tape 24rolls/case

TD0590-3 3" Silver/Duct Tape 16rolls/case

PA8000 Gaylord Liners 42" x 41" x 85" - Black 30 per case

PA8005 Gaylord Liners 42" x 41" x 85"  - 6T-Black/30 roll 

PA8006 Gaylord Liners 40''x 41'' x 85''  - 8 Mil. Clear 25/roll

44x60 Glove Bags Single Glove Bags
25 bags per roll
Single-use glovebags for repair and maintenance. 

44x60 Glove Bags Extended Run
25 bags per roll
The basic Extended-Run glovebag. This economy model has all the features 
of the Available line except the entry ports. Enclose pipe diameters up to 8" 
in runs of 6' to 91' of horizontal pipe. Each of the 25 chambers measures 
44" x 60" allowing you to cut of as many or as few as you need. One arm set 
per chamber, stocked in 6 mil, available in 10 mil special order.

60x72 Glove Bags Extended Run
20 bags per roll
The workhorse for extended-runs of large diameter pipe. Encloses pipe 
diameters up to 14", and can safely contain anywhere from 8' to 100' of 
horizontal pipe. Each of the 20 chambers measure 60" x 72", allowing 
you   to cut off as few or as many as you need. One arm set per chamber,  
stocked in 6 mil and available in 10 mil special order. 

72x120 Glove Bags Extended Run
10 bags per roll
The standard, single-use glove bag that revolutionized the industry with  
labor saving features. Smart design details such as quick attach collars, 
HEPA/water entry ports, Fiber Guard glove sleeves and arm openings  
placed so the weight of debris doesn’t rest on the worker make these bags 
the choice of abatement professionals. 

Polyethylene Black Roll-off Liners - 6 mil 22’L x 6’ H
Our Dumpster Liners are disposable polyethylene container 
liners used in the transportation of bulk solids and liquids. 
We take pride in providing our customers with container 
liners that offer superior performance at great prices. 

Conveniently stored on perforated, easy-to-dispense rolls
Gaylord and tote bin bags are used to protect raw materials 
from a container that might be harmful to the product being 
processed, stored, or transported. Gaylord bags fit inside corrugated 
boxes, metal bins, fiberglass containers and plastic containers, and  cover 
the bottom and the sides of the box in heavy duty polyethylene plastic.

Our New or Used heavy duty corrugated Gaylord Boxes are 
designed for large shipments and consolidation of small 
packages into a single container and can hold from 1000 – 
2500 lbs.. The heavy duty design allows for incredible stacking 
ability and bulge resistance. They can be strapped to many 
standard pallets. Decreases risk of damage and loss in storage 
and transit. Reduces handling time and discourages pilferage. 

Spray Bond Glue Adhesive is a heavy duty spray adhesive. 
Contains no chlorinated solvents. Specially formulated spray 
adhesive is designed for asbestos abatement contractors because 
the unique web-based spray will stick to almost anything. You can 
count on Spray Bond to keep your poly hanging.

As a straight solvent, d-Limonene can replace a wide variety of 
products, including mineral spirits, methyl ethyl ketone, acetone, 
toluene, glycol ethers, and of course fluorinated and chlorinated 
organic solvents. 12.5 oz cans/12 per case.

BOSS® 635 Spray Adhesive combines a uniform misting spray
pattern with super high solids to create a fast tacking and high
bond strength product capable of handling virtually any light or
heavy duty job.

Light 
Duty

Average 
Duty

Heavy 
Duty

TD0102 Nashua 300 3" Grey Duct Tape 16/case  
TD0103 Nashua 300 2" Grey Duct Tape 24/case  
TD0105 Nashua 357 2" Grey Tape 24rolls/case  
TD0106 Nashua 357 3" Grey Tape 16rolls/case  
TD0111 Nashua 396 2" Grey Tape 24rolls/case  
TD0112 Nashua 396 3" Grey Tape 16rolls/case  
TD0107 Nashua 398 2" Grey Tape 24rolls/case  
TD0108 Nashua 398 3" Grey Tape 16rolls/case  

TM0090 Masking Tape 2" x 60 yds.-Blue/case

TM0090-3 Masking Tape 3" x 60 yds.-Blue/case

Power Grip Silver Duct Tape
 � Conforms well to irregular surfaces
 � High adhesion
 � Crisp, straight tear
 � Resists twisting and curling
 � Low VOC

 � Thickness: 10 mills
 � Adhesion to Steel: 46 oz./in.
 � Tensil: 23 lb./in.
 � Operating Temperature: 
300 degrees

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

Size 4MIL 5MIL 6MIL

10' x 100' PC0092 PC0110 PC0091

12' x 100' PC0102 PC0103 PC0104

20' x 100' PC0090 PC0095 PC0096

Size 4MIL 5MIL 6MIL

10' x 100' PF0111 PF0108 PF0109

12' x 100' PF0107 PF0105 PF0106

20' x 100' PF0103 PF0102 PF0101

Clear Poly Sheeting

Poly Sheeting Trash Bags

Black ACM Printed Bags

Clear ACM Printed Bags

Non Printed Bags

Red Biohazard Bags

Seed Bags

Flame Retardant Poly Sheeting

Black Poly Sheeting

String Reinforced Poly Sheeting

Size 4MIL 5MIL 6MIL

20' x 100' PB0093 PB0094 PB0095

Save Time and Waste 
with our Center Cut!

THESAFETYHOUSE.COM'S goal is to provide you true size Poly 
Sheeting, in both length and thickness. 

Black Poly conceals your products as it protects it from 
the elements. Great for use on construction materials 
and equipment. Black polyethylene sheets are strong 
absorbers of sunlight, and get very hot.  

Clear or translucent polyethylene sheets 
are strong transmitters of sunlight, and 
trap heat. Our translucence Poly Sheeting 
has a center cut for easy cutting, saving 
money and material.

Made from high strength fire retardant film laminated together with a 
third layer of molten polyethylene. Very durable, vapor barrier, ideal for 
containment and weather-proofing.

Need Asbestos Bags? The Safety 
House can provide the most 

reliable asbestos removal bags, at a 
guaranteed great price.

Let www. theSafetyhouse.com be your trusted 
source for all of your Poly Sheeting needs!

Size Black
Industrial (3.5MIL)

Clear
Industrial (3.5MIL)

30"x40" BB999 100/case  BC1014 100/roll  

33"x50" BB1013 75/case  BC1025 100/roll  

36"x60" BB1019 50/roll  BC1021 50/roll

38"x63" BB3863 75/roll BC3863 75/roll 

Size Pt. #

43"x49"x 2 Mil 100 per case BR4349

46"x40"x 3 Mil 25 per case BR4640

Size Pt. #

28"x40" Used PS0001

28"x40" New PS0002

25"x40" New PS0005

Size Industrial (3.5MIL) Full Weight 6MIL SPEC

30"x40" BA999 100/case BA1017 100/case BA1016 75/case

33"x50" BA998 75/case BA1002 75/case BA1025 75/case

33"x50" BA1011 100/roll BA1002R 75/roll BA1026 75/roll

36"x60" BA1012 50/case BA1020 50/case BA1028 50/case

Size Industrial (3.5MIL) Full Weight 6MIL SPEC

30"x40" BA1014A 100/case BA1006 100/roll BA1005 75/roll

33"x50" BA1010 100/roll BA1023 75/case BA1024 75/case

36"x60" BA1013 50/roll BA1027 50/roll BA1029 50/case

PR1101 20' x 100' String Reinforced

PR1102 20' x 100' Flame Resistent

PA8050UN New Gaylord Box 42" x 36" x 36" with UN Label

PA8050 Used Gaylord Boxes 42" x 36" x 36"
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http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/spray-foam-12oz-item-ms0170.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/spray-foam-12oz-item-ms0170.html
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4-Pack 

4-Pack Plus

 � 4 SLPs
 � 4 Grip Disks
 � 1 Carry bag

 � 2 ZipWall standard 
zippers

SLP 2-Pack

 � 2 Spring loaded poles
 � 2 Grip disks

 � 2 Tethers

SLP 6-Pack

 � 6 Spring loaded poles
 � 6 Grip disks
 � 6 Tethers

 � Made of tough polyester
 � Keeps all your barrier products 

organized and easy to transport

 � Holds the 20 foot pole and 
the red jack unattached

ASBESTOS Protection ZIPWALL Barrier System
DUST CONTROLDUST CONTROL
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Ram Board
Ram Board is a heavy-duty, temporary floor protection engineered for Contractors. Designed with cost and efficiency 
in mind; it lays out fast and is re-usable. Ram Board is non-staining and utilizes it’s Flex-Fiber™ technology allowing 
for the curing of new floors on jobsites. It provides the perfect solution when protecting new or existing concrete, 
wood, tile, stone, linoleum, vinyl composition tile (vct), epoxy, and most other floor types. In terms of floor protectors, 
we are #1 in the construction world!

 � Prevent breached containments by  
providing positive support.

 � Poly hangers save time and labor by making quick work of 
building containments or dust protection barriers. 

 � Attach in a few seconds to building surfaces 
and than attach to the polysheeting. 

 � Eliminate damage and cleanup costs caused by tape and  
glue adhesives.

Clean Step Pad 36x46 30 shts/pad, 8 pads/box  

Carpet Shield®Carpet Shield® 
Applicator

Window Shield Shoe Covers

Clear, self adhering protective film 
for all types of carpeting. Formulated 
adhesive system adheres to all 
carpet substrates. Special blend of 
polyethylene is highly resistant to 
tears or punctures. Reverse wound for 
easy application. New added solvent 
technology to go with only approved 
water based adhesive system for wool 
carpets.

For even easier application... try 
the original multi-use applicator 
which can be used for three 
different roll widths (24", 30" and 
36"). This applicator makes large 
area commercial jobs quick and 
easy. 

Clean Mat is a polyethelyne film mat with a tacky surface that removes dust and dirt from footwear and prevents it 
from being tracked. Clean Mat stays firmly in place and is easy to use and dispose of. (Note: Does not adhere to carpet 
surfaces.) 

Use WINDOW SHIELD to protect 
against over-sprays, mortar 
stains, stucco residue and more! 
With WINDOW SHIELD there is 
no more scraping and cleaning 
or damage to the glass surface. 
Protect your windows and glass 
with WINDOW SHIELD and save 
time, labor and money.

Protect your floor or carpet from 
dirt, scuffs, and heel marks with our 
slip-on SHOE COVERS. Easy to use 
shoe covers are perfect for general 
construction work, open houses, 
as well as during inspections. Shoe 
covers are lightweight and disposable. 
One size fits all.

Metal Poly Hanger #1 - 
#TT0168
Supports one or more layers of 
poly in front of walls. Hanger 1 
slips behind wall molding and is 
supported by the vertical leg of the 
molding. Hanger 1 will also support 
poly in front of masonry or paneling 
by nailing into a joint which can be 
easily patched after tear down.

Metal Poly Hanger #2  - 
#TT0173
Supports one or more layers of 
poly in front of walls. Hanger 2 
clips over the horizontal leg of 
acoustic ceiling wall molding. The 
prong makes hanging poly faster 
and ensures it will stay up during 
the length of the job.

Plastic Poly Hanger #3  - 
#TT0170 
Supports poly from ceiling grid 
and other overhead objects. Poly 
is installed over the pin and is 
held in place by a removable 
retainer. Hanger 3 supports poly 
both horizontally and vertically 
for building full containments, 
connecting tunnels, dust curtains, and 
temporary protection barriers. 

Plastic Poly Hanger #4 - 
#TT0172
Supports poly from many building 
components. Hanger 4 includes a 
10” releasable cable tie so it can 
attach to roofing joists, pipes, and 
other objects. See instructions for 
other fastening options. 

Standard Zipper   #DC0215

 � Case pk. size: 16 3/4” x 7 1/4” 
x 9 3/4” contains 12 boxes

 � 2-7' self-adhesive zippers

 � 2-Tie strings to support openings
 � Instruction sheet

Put a doorway anywhere on your 
barrier using the self adhesive 
ZipWall® Standard zipper. Remove   
paper backing and stick the zipper 
to the barrier. The Standard Zipper is 
great for interior barriers where the 
temperature is above 55 degrees.

4 ZipPole™ steel Spring Loaded Poles, a head, 
plate, tether, and GripDisk™ for each pole, a 
heavy duty Carry Bag, and a box of 2 Standard 
Zippers. Plastic sheeting is not included.

The SLP2 comes with two of our Spring Loaded 
Poles and is great when you need a bunch of 
poles for a big job.  The SLP™ pole has the 
spring loaded plunger built right into the pole, 
yet the SLP™ pole weighs in at just over a pound 
and a half, extending 4' 9" to 12'.

The SLP6 comes with six of our Spring Loaded 
Poles and is great when you need a bunch of 
poles for a big job. It's also an economical way 
to add SLP™ poles to your ZipWall® system. 

 � 2 Seven foot Zippers
 � Zipper Knife

Heavy Duty Zipper  
#DC0216

#DC0212 Zippers

Miscellaneous

#DC0412

#DC0612

#DC0211

Makes an easy doorway through plastic 
barriers,  has a greater adhesive area 
allowing for an aggressive tack. Comes 
with the ZipWall® zipper knife™ 
sheeting cutter and has the smoothest 
glide available and engineered with 
large sturdy easy-slide teeth. Made with 
2-sided pulls for easy entry/exit to or 
from the barrier

 � 2 Grip Disks

Grip Disks   #DC0203
The GripDisk™ was developed to meet 
the need for a product that would keep 
the ZipWall® pole securely in place 
when contractors contend with a slick 
and slippery work site floor, such as 
highly polished wood or marble. The 
Grip Disk™ is a non-skid, rubberized 
disk that holds the pole tightly in place 
against the floor surface.

Carry Bag   #DC0220
This durable and attractive bag is 
designed to hold all your ZipWall® 
products. It is made of rugged polyester 
and has plenty of room for standard 
SLP™ poles, Kit 20 poles Foam Rail™ 
cross bars, Side Clamp™ wall mounts, 
or any combination of ZipWall® 
products. It can hold the equivalent of 
12 SLP™ poles.

Side Clamps   #DC0202
Never damage another wall. With the 
ZipWall® Side Clamp and Foam Rail, 
you can create a tight seal without 
tape. The Side Clamp™ wall mount 
snaps onto the Foam Rail™ cross bar 
and then pushes the plastic against 
the wall to create a dust tight edge. It's 
a crazy looking tool but it's quick and 
easy to use.

US Patents #5203529 & #5207403

The Kit 20 package is ideal for any job with 
a ceiling height from 6 feet 9 inches to 21 
feet. Just try putting up a 20 foot high barrier 
using a step ladder, it's impossible. But with 
the ZipWall® Kit 20 poles, you can have a 
tight barrier up in just minutes without your 
feet ever leaving the ground.

Kit 20

 � 2-20 foot extension poles
 � 2-Spring-loaded jacks

 � 2-Grip disks
 � 2-Tethers

 � 4 SLPs
 � 2 Foam Rail cross bars
 � 4 Grip Disks

 � 2 ZipWall standard 
zippers

 � 1 Carry bag

Includes four poles, enough to build a barrier in 
many configurations, plus 2 Foam Rail™ cross 
bars to seal straight across the ceiling without 
marring it. Includes Carry Bag large enough to 
accommodate up to 8 more poles or Foam Rails.

#DC0200

 �  Protects against dirt and bacterial pollution
 � Adhesive coated surface attracts 
and contains dust and dirt

 � Disposable, effective and economical
 � Simply peel off a used sheet to expose a fresh one
 � Backing helps to prevent pads from foot damage

MS3025-24X  24” x 200’

MS3025-36X  36” x 200’

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/polypro-no-skid-booties-blue-item-cb0904.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/zipwall-slp-2-pack-item-dc0212.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/zipwall-4-pack-plus-item-dc0200.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/zipwall-6-pack-item-dc0612.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/zipwall-kit-20-item-dc0211.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/clean-step-dirt-grabber-mat-item-ms3000.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/ramboard-38-x100-roll-item-ms0300.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/metal-poly-hanger-1-tt0168.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/metal-poly-hanger-1-tt0168-1053.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/metal-poly-hanger-1-tt0168-1054.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/metal-poly-hanger-1-tt0168-1055.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/metal-poly-hanger-1-tt0168.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/metal-poly-hanger-1-tt0168-1053.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/metal-poly-hanger-1-tt0168-1054.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/metal-poly-hanger-1-tt0168-1055.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/zipwall-standard-zipper-dc0215.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/zipwall-standard-zipper-dc0215.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/zipwall-heavy-duty-zipper-dc0216.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/zipwall-carry-bag-dc0220.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/zipwall-side-clamps-dc0202.html


Model HEPA VAC DRY 2HP 
10GL 45HEPA-D 

HEPA VAC 2HP 12GL 
102ASB WD

HEPA VAC 1HP 6QT 
BACPACK 30ASB

HEPA VAC 1HP 5GL 
86ASB5D4C

HEPA VAC 4 GALLON 
390ASB

Part # VP1000 VP1020 VP1050 VP1086 VP0390
HP 2 2 1 1.5

Style Dry Wet/Dry Dry Dry Dry

Water Lift 105 105 85 85 97

CFM 110 110 101 96 100

Recovery 10 Gallon 12 Gallon .75 bu

Ship Weight 33 84 30 38

Amps 10 7.2 11.8

Capacity .12 bu

10 11

#VO0100

 � True HEPA Filter 
 � Portable 
 � Hose and Filter Plugs for Safety 
 � Powerful 1,000 Hour Motor 
 � Quiet 

 � HEPA Efficiency:  99.97% 
@ .3 micron

 � ULPA Efficiency:  99.99% 
@ .12 micron

 

Omega Glove Bag Vacuum - #VO0100

VO0101 Replacement HEPA Filter

Excellent portable choice for hazardous particulate cleanup. 
The Omega Abatement 1 Gallon HEPA dry particulate vacuum is made from high 
impact Starex flame retardant polymer for durability and long life. It also features 
over-heat protection. Filtration - A self contained HEPA filter cartridge for lead 
dust, mold spores, etc., reduces the risk of particle dispersion. The cartridge filter 
makes filter changes easy, clean, and safe. Powerful and Quiet - Get the job done 
quickly and quietly! 16” flexible wand is pliable and will fit into hard to reach 
places

#V
P0

39
0 Designed for professional cleaning, this canister style vacuum has a 

superior, low profile design that makes it extremely maneuverable and 
easy to use. 1.5 hp, two-stage, air-through motor (120V, 11.8 amps).  
Operates at a quiet 65 dB.  Constructed of a chrome-plated steel tank 
with an injection molded base and lid.  Onboard tool and cord storage 
for easy portability. 25’ power cord for added versatility. Foot-activated 
on/off switch. 

Designed for professional cleaning and to meet the EPA RRP rule (see page 22)
390ASB 4 Gallon Dry HEPA Vacuum

VF0165 Vacuum Bags 

VP0391 Replacement HEPA

ACCESSORIES SOLD SEPARATELY

ACCESSORIES SOLD SEPARATELY

Hepa Hepa
VACUUMSVACUUMS 

#VF0164

Nilfisk GD 930 - #VF0164

VF0165 Disposable Bags PK 10

VF0173 Replacement HEPA Filter

ACCESSORIES SOLD SEPARATELY

#VD0810

Dustless Wet/Dry Vacuum - # VD0810

One of the big advantages of the Dustless HEPA Wet/Dry Vacuum is the optional Wunderbag™ Micro Pre-
filter that greatly extends the life of the HEPA filter. The Wunderbag™ is an inexpensive disposable filter 
that captures the vast majority of the dirt and dust before it reaches the more expensive HEPA filter. In fact, 
the Wunderbag™ captures particles down to .5 microns. That’s remarkably close to the HEPA filter that 
captures particles down to .3 microns. We highly recommend contractors use a Wunderbag™ in the HEPA 
Vacuum to extend the life of the more valuable HEPA filter. The Dustless HEPA Wet/Dry Vacuum gives you 
a distinct advantage by enabling you to switch from dry to wet operation without worrying about getting the 
valuable HEPA filter wet. A protective baffle/wall inside the canister, protects the HEPA filter from water at 
all times. The Wunderbag™ also retains its strength when wet, unlike other bag pre-filters, which is a huge 
advantage when switching between wet and dry operation.

This Wet Dry Vacuum is specifically designed for the fine dust created by grinding, 
sanding and sawing from diamond wheels and abrasive products.

 � Powerful 23,000 RPM 11.5 
amp electric motor

 � Quiet operation, only 81 decibels
 � 16 gallon capacity
 � High impact tank for years of trouble free use
 � Patented filter system provides 
three layers of filtration

 � Optional micro pre-filter captures 
down to .5 microns

 � Clean filters without opening canister
 � Filters may be cleaned without 
removing the lid

 � No need to change the filter when switching 
from a dry to wet (the filters never get wet).

 � Does not cough dust when Wet/
Dry Vacuum is turned on

 � Primary and secondary filters are 
machine washable synthetic fabric

 � Tools store easily on the Wet/Dry Vacuum
 � Suction hose can be used for draining tank
 � Certified HEPA vacuum model available

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

#V
P1
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0

The ideal asbestos vacuum for elevated and hard-to-reach areas. 
Excellent for sampling and glove bag work.

Heavy duty steel tank with powder coated finish. High efficiency 'Drop-in' 
style HEPA filter individually certified to have a minimum efficiency of 
99.97% at .3 microns (based on 1EST-RP-CC007 particle count test 
method). Includes 10 ft. crush proof hose and dusting brush. 50 ft. 
power cord on 30ASB

Pullman Holt 30ASB BacPac
VP1051 Disposable Bag

ACCESSORIES SOLD SEPARATELY

HEPA VAC 2HP 12GL 102ASB Wet Dry

Our popular 2-hp, 2-stage long-life motor makes this HEPA 
vacuum a true ‘work horse’ for heavy duty service in professional 
abatement work. The 102ASB offers superior vacuum recovery, 
ranging from dry, light particulates, to wet, heavy debris.

VP1016 Replacement HEPA Filter

VP1021 Replacement Tool Kit

VP1025 Disposable Bag

VP1035 Prefilter

VP1030 Dacron Bag

VP1060 10' Replacement Hose

#V
P1

02
0

ACCESSORIES SOLD SEPARATELY

A true 'work horse' for heavy duty service

#V
P1

00
0

Equipped with a powerful 2-hp motor and an extra large capacity 
HEPA filter system, the model 45 offers the air flow efficiency 
of vacuums costing three times as much. The model 45 is 
manufactured to the same high standards as our large , so it will 
withstand years of hard use.

HEPA VAC DRY 2HP 10GL 45HEPA-D
VP1005 Replacement HEPA

VP1008 Replacement Tool Kit

VP1012 Disposable Bag

VP1030 Dacron Bag

ACCESSORIES SOLD SEPARATELY

True 99.97% Type A Large Capacity HEPA Filter

#V
P1

08
6

Air seal gasket between the motorhead and tanks forms a positive 
lock fit with heavy gauge steel tank with powder coated finish. High 
efficiency 'Drop-in' style HEPA filter individually certified to have a 
minimum efficiency of 99.97% at .3 microns (based on 1EST-RP-
CC007 particle count test method). Includes complete set of tools 
and a 25 ft. power cord.

HEPA VAC 1HP 5GL 86ASB5D4C
VP1015 Replacement HEPA

VP1083 Replacement Tool Kit

VP1012 Disposable Bag

VP1032 Prefilter

ACCESSORIES SOLD SEPARATELY

Designed to Work in Tight Areas.

World class dry vacuum cleaner for effective daily cleaning of large areas. 
GD 930 is the reliable, rugged and stable choice for demanding cleaning applications in hotels, 
schools, offices and hospitals. The ever-popular GD 930 is a canister vacuum cleaner designed 
for solid performance in abusive environments. Its tremendous suction power and durable 
construction make it a reliable choice for demanding applications, such as mold or asbestos 
remediation. A superior filtration system, including a standard HEPA filter, ensures a safer work 
environment.

SOLD COMPLETE! Included Accessories and Tool Kit: HEPA-Filtered Vacuum with 1000 Watt 
Motor Includes: 6' Hose Assembly with Bent Wand, Telescopic Wand, 12"; Combination Floor 
Nozzle, Crevice Tool, Combination Round Dust Brush/Upholstery Tool, and one paper bag. The 
dust bag has a large capacity of 15 litres. The design optimises air flow patterns and reduces 
energy losses to an absolute minimum. The result is an exceptional suction power.

http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/hepa-vacuums/omega-glove-bag-vacuum-va0100.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/hepa-vacuums/omega-hepa-filter-item-vo0101.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lead-mold-abatement/hepa-vacuums/nilfisk-gd-930-vf016.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lead-mold-abatement/hepa-vacuums/dustless-12-gal-wet-dry-hepa-vacuum.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/hepa-vacuums/pullman-holt-disposable-paper-bag-for-model-30-vacuum-item-vp1051.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lead-mold-abatement/hepa-vacuums/pullman-holt-30asb-bacpac-item-vp1050.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lead-mold-abatement/hepa-vacuums/pullman-holt-30asb-bacpac-item-vp1050.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lead-mold-abatement/hepa-vacuums/pullman-holt-390-4-gal-hepa-vacuum.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lead-mold-abatement/hepa-vacuums/pullman-holt-390-4-gal-hepa-vacuum.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lead-mold-abatement/hepa-vacuums/hepa-vac-2hp-12gl-102asb-wd-item-vp1020.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lead-mold-abatement/hepa-vacuums/hepa-vac-2hp-12gl-102asb-wd-item-vp1020.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/replacement-hepa-filter-item-vp1016.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/replacement-tool-kit-for-hepa-vac-102asb-item-vp1021.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/pullman-holt-102asb-vacuum-bags-item-vp1025.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/pre-filter-for-hepa-on-pullman-holt-102asb-vacuum-item-vp1035.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dacron-filter-bag-for-pullman-holt-102asb-45-hepa-vacuums-item-vp1030.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/pullman-holt-vaccum-hose-1-5-x10-hose-fits-86asb-102asb-item-vp1060.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lead-mold-abatement/hepa-vacuums/hepa-vac-dry-2hp-10gl-45hepa-d-item-vp1000.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lead-mold-abatement/hepa-vacuums/hepa-vac-dry-2hp-10gl-45hepa-d-item-vp1000.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dacron-filter-bag-for-pullman-holt-102asb-45-hepa-vacuums-item-vp1030.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/hepa-vacuums/pullman-holt-45asb-replacement-item-vp1005.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/pullman-holt-replacement-tool-kit-item-vp1008.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/hepa-vacuums/pullman-holt-disposable-paper-bag-filter-for-45-45-hepa-86-series-vacuums-item-vp1012.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lead-mold-abatement/hepa-vacuums/hepa-vac-1hp-5gl-86asb5d4c-item-vp1086.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lead-mold-abatement/hepa-vacuums/hepa-vac-1hp-5gl-86asb5d4c-item-vp1086.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/hepa-vacuums/pullman-holt-disposable-paper-bag-filter-for-45-45-hepa-86-series-vacuums-item-vp1012.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/hepa-vacuums/hepa-filter-to-replace-pullman-holt-p-n-b526520-item-vp1015.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/hepa-vacuums/pullman-holt-replacement-tool-kit-for-86asb-item-vp1083.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/hepa-vacuums/pullman-holt-prefilter-for-86asb-item-vp1032.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/hepa-vacuums/paper-filter-bags-15gl-10-pk-item-vf0161.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/dust-control/hepa-vacuums/pullman-holt-hepa-filter-assembly-for-390asb-canister-vacuum-item-vp0391.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/euroclean-uz930-vacuum-bags-10-pk-item-vf0165.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lead-mold-abatement/hepa-vacuums/euroclean-uz930-vacuum-bags-10-pk-item-vf0165-1360.html
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Asbestos EncapsulantMastic Removers 

Pt# Odor Flash 
Point

Coverage 
(sq ft/
gal)

325 Low 
Odor >160F° 75-100

335
Low 
Odor 
Plus

>160F° 75-100

350
Mild 
Citrus 
Odor

144F° 100-
120

375 Odorless >200F° 75-100

395
High 
Odor >150F° 120-

150

310 Mild Water
Based 75-125

320 Low 295F° 125-200

PowerChem 1000 Topcoat
Post Removal Bridging
• Dries White

Premium quality, POST-REMOVAL 
encapsulant and lockdown with a 
high coverage rate and the lowest 
“in-use” cost in the industry. It 
effectively binds any residual fibers 
to all abated surface.

Fast penetrating wetting agent that 
deeply saturates asbestos fibers 
preventings water from evaporating, 
keeping the asbestos material wetter 
for a longer period of time.

Greatly reduces the chance of 
asbestos fibers in the air and 
increases the safety of the individual 
removing the asbestos

Fact Acting, Fresh Scent and 
Greater Coverage. For general 
cleaning and deodorizing.

PowerChem 325 
Low Odor Mastic Remover

PowerChem Soy 320
Mastic Remover

PowerChem 335 
Low Odor Plus Mastic Remover

PowerChem Citrus Blend 
350 Mastic Remover

PowerChem 375 
No Odor Mastic Remover

PowerChem 395 
Extreme Mastic Remover

Our most popular mastic remover...
fast acting, high performance, low 
odor and priced right. Designed for 
quick removal of asphaltic floor tile 
mastics, spray adhesives and glues.

Powerful, natural based adhesive 
remover with a high flash point. More 
aggressive and lower evaporation 
rate than other soy product on the 
market... Bean-e-Doo...

Use in occupied areas where 
chemical smells are a concern. 
Dissolves most floor tile mastics, spray 
adhesives and glues and emulsifies 
upon rinsing to aid in its removal.

#CHM3350 #CHM3750

#CHM3500

#CHM3250

#CHM3200

#CHM3950

Our strongest mastic remover. 
Liquifies mastic in minutes. Perfect 
for a demolition job. Only use in 
unoccupied areas where smells are 
not a concern.

More powerful and faster acting 
than our 325 Low Odor. Designed 
for quick removal of asphaltic floor 
tile mastics, spray adhesives and 
glues. 

Fast-acting, power of citrus. 
Combines affordability, high solvency 
and fresh scent. Highly effective 
on mastics, spray adhesives, oils, 
tars and asphalts. Emulsifies upon 
rinsing.

#CHE1000

#CHC0222

#CHE0900W

#CHM0199 #CHE3000

PowerChem 310
Carpet Glue
Remover
Specifically design for quickly 
removing adhesives from 
concrete, terrazzo, ceramic and 
vinyl tile or wood substrates. 
Softens adhesive for easy 
scraping.

PowerChem Clear 
Lockdown
• Dries Clean

• Economical

• Ready to use

900C Lockcoat, Penetrating 
Encapsulant & Lockdown.

• Dries White

• Economical

• Ready to use

900W Lockcoat, Penetrating 
Encapsulant & Lockdown.

PowerChem 222
Heavy Duty Cleaner
PowerChem Heavy Duty 
Cleaner, Concentrated 
Economical 

PowerChem White 
Lockdown

PowerChem 2000
Wetting Agent

PowerChem Citra Solv 3000
Hydrocarbon Detergent 
Degreaser Concentrate

ENCAPSULANTS

�� Fast�Acting�&�Economical
�� Increased�Coverage

�� Rise�Well
�� Additional�Activators

�� Low�Evaporation
�� CARB/OTC�COMPLIANCE

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 55 GAL. DRUMS

ADHESIVE
REMOVER 

All of theSafetyhouse.com's powerful mastic removers are available in 
55 gallon drums. Makes large scale projects easier to do because of the 
convenience of the quantity and the cost and time savings associated 
with purchasing a drum compared to the 5 gallon size. 

CHM3105 PowerChem 310 Carpet Glue Remover

CHM3255 PowerChem 325 Low Odor Mastic Remover

CHM3355 PowerChem 335 Low Odor Plus Mastic Remover

CHM3755 PowerChem 375 No Odor Mastic Remover

CHM3955 PowerChem 395 Extreme Mastic Remover

CHM3205 PowerChem 320 Soy Mastic Remover

CHM3505 PowerChem 350 Citrus Blend Mastic Remover

#CHE0900C

PowerChem Asbestos Encapsulants help create an airtight 
enclosure sealant or film that will prevent fibers from becoming 

airborne and creating a potential health hazard.

#CHM3100

Absorbency Products to help in the cleanup with 
these Mastic and Adhesive products are on page 5.

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/safetyhouse-wetting-agent-2000-pl.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/certane-1000-lockcoat-1361.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/powerchem.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/certane-1000-lockcoat.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/che0900w-powerchem-lockcoat-penetrating-lockdown-encapsulant-white-5gal-pail.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/mastic-removers/powerchem-320-soy-mastic-remover-carb-5-gal-pl.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/mastic-removers/powerchem-350-citrus-blend-mastic-remover.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/mastic-removers/powerchem-395-extreme-mastic-remover-carb-5-gal-pl.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/mastic-removers/powerchem-335-low-odor-plus-mastic-remover.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/mastic-removers/powerchem-375-no-odor-mastic-remover-5-gallon-drum.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/mastic-removers/powerchem-325-low-odor-mastic-remover-5-gal-pl.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/powerchem-clear-lockdown.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/tools/floor-preparation/powerchem-310-carpet-adhesive-remover.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/mastic-removers/powerchem-310-carpet-adhesive-remover.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/mastic-removers/powerchem-325-low-odor-mastic-remover-5-gal-pl-1077.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/mastic-removers/powerchem-335-low-odor-plus-mastic-remover-1078.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/mastic-removers/powerchem-375-no-odor-mastic-remover-carb-55-gal-drum.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/mastic-removers/powerchem-395-extreme-mastic-remover-55-gal-drum.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/mastic-removers/powerchem-350-citrus-blend-mastic-remover-carb-55-gal-drum.html
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Microban® Disinfectant Spray Plus
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Microban® Disinfectant Spray Plus Fragrance Free

Microban® Germicidal Cleaner

Microban® Germicidal Cleaner Concentrate

Microban® X-580 Institutional Spray Plus

Protects against germs and odors on virtually any surface.
Microban’s antimicrobial action kills allergy and disease-causing germs, 
bacteria, fungi, mold, and mildew. Suitable for use on carpets, upholstery and 
mattresses, Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus is used for decontamination 
applications including sewage backups, removal of carcasses, and more.

Ideal for treating wherever a fragrance-free disinfectant is required.
Fragrance Free Disinfectant Spray Plus is a bacteriostat, fungistat, and 
deodorizer. It’s the one product that’s right for multiple applications – water 
damage restoration, mold remediation and even for use in HVAC systems.

This fragrance-free formulation is ideal for use in HVAC ducting or wherever 
the use of the scented version is inappropriate. Suitable for use on carpets, 
upholstery and mattresses, used for decontamination applications including 
sewage backups, removal of carcasses, and more. 

A hospital grade disinfectant that cleans, disinfects and 
deodorizes in one labor-saving step.
Germicidal Cleaner is a powerful cleaner, fungicide, mildewstat, virucide, and 
deodorizer, and meets AOAC efficacy standards for hospital disinfectants. This 
product also inhibits the growth of mold and mildew and their odors. 

Hospital grade disinfectant in an economical concentrated form.
This economical heavy duty cleaner is a disinfectant, fungicide, virucide, 
sanitizer, mildewstat and deodorizer all in one. Microban Germicidal Cleaner 
Concentrate is effective against a broad spectrum of bacteria (including MRSA), 
inhibits the growth of mold and mildew, and deactivates viruses such as Influenza 
Type A (including H1N1 Swine Flu), Avian Influenza, HIV-1 and many others. 

Water-based bactericide, fungicide, deodorant, and insecticide in 
one unique formulation.
Just one application of Microban X-580 kills insects, mold, mildew and 
bacteria odors. It uses a naturally derived botanical insecticidal ingredient 
and is registered for use on mattresses and soft surfaces, so it’s perfect 
for combating bed bugs. X-580 is also suitable for many decontamination 
applications including sewage backups, removal of carcasses, and more.

Bacterial DefenseDisinfectant / Cleaners

Foster® 40-50™ Interior Defense™ Mold Resistant Coating
Protects surfaces from the growth of odor causing bacgteria, mold, and mildew.

Foster® 40-51™ Sheer Defense™ Mold Resistant Clear Sealer
Dries clear – ideal when underlying substrates need to remain visible.

Foster® 40-50™ Mold Resistant Coating is the highest quality, low 
viscosity mold resistant coating on the market today. It also provides ideal 
protection of its surface in areas prone to mold growth. A tough, water 
resistant coating for use in areas prone to the growth of mold.

Foster® 40-51™ Mold Resistant Clear Coat has a low viscosity, which allows 
it to be easily applied by hand or with virtually any type of airless spray 
system. It works well on a wide variety of surfaces: wood, painted surfaces, 
wall board, masonry surfaces, metal.

 � High-solids, low 
viscosity and low-
odor formulation

 � Use in high 
humidity areas 
prone to mold 
growth

 � Contains EPA 
registered 
antimicrobial 

additives that 
protect its surface 
from the growth 
of odor causing 
bacteria, mold 
and mildew.

 � Apply to high 
humidity areas.

 � Water resistant 
finish is flexible 
an crack resistant

 � Formulate with 
EPA registered 
additives 
to provide 
protection 
against mold and 

mildew growth.
 � Apply to wood 
framing, drywall 
and building 
materials found 
in wall cavities, 
crawl spaces, 
and other 
places prone to 
mold growth

 � Pest Control 
Service

 � Movie booths
 � Odor Control 
Service

 � Refuse trucks
 � Veterinaries
 � Trash Chutes 
and Garbage 

Rooms
 � Waste 
Compactors

 � Carpet Cleaning 
Service

 � Condensation 
collection & 
Drainage areas

 � Kills Insects: 
Fleas, Ticks, 
Lice, Bedbugs, 
Mites, roaches

 � Kills Fungi: 
black mold

 � Viruses: Infuleza 
A2, Herpes 
simplex2 

 � Kills Bacteria: 
Straphylococcus 
aureus, albus,  
Most gram-
positive and 
gram-negative 
bacteria

 � Kills H1N1 
(Swine Flu)        

 � Use in hospitals, 
homes, medical, 
dental offices, 
daycare, 
nurseries, 
restaurants, 

and many 
more places.

 � Effective one-
step fungicide

 � Mold and 
Mildew

 � Kills athlete's 
foot fungus     

 � Kills H1N1 
(Swine Flu)

 � Use in 
hospitals, 
homes, 
medical, 
dental offices, 
daycare, 
nurseries, 

restaurants, 
and many 
more places.

 � Effective one-
step fungicide

 � Mold and 
Mildew

 � Kills athlete's 
foot fungus

Foster® 40-80
First Defense™

Foster First Defense™ 40-80 is an EPA Registered formulation, a full 
strength disinfectant, and comes in a convenient ready-to-use dilution. 
Foster First Defense 40-80 has been evaluated in the presence of 6% 
serum by the AOAC Use-Dilution test and found to be effective against 
broad spectrum of gram-negative and gram-positive organisms.

#CHE4020
#CHD4080

#CHE4025

Foster® 40-25™ Full Defense™
High coverage, breathable coating! Shields against mold and mildew!

Foster® 40-20™ Fungicidal Protective Coating
Test results prove superior protection against competition

Industry’s leading EPA registered, antimicrobial coating for HVAC duct 
systems with ten years of proven effectiveness. It is formulated to 
effectively prevent the spread of mold and odor causing bacteria on 
its surface in areas, such as walls, ceilings, pipes and interior/exterior 
surfaces of HVAC duct systems.

Foster® Full Defense™ is the only EPA registered coating that kills 
residual mold and mildew and protects surfaces from mold re-growth. 
Its high coverage, breathable coating is designed to provide long term 
fungicidal protection in residential and commercial mold remediation 
projects.

 � Kills odor   
causing bacteria 

 � Inhibits growth of 
mold and mildew.

 � KILLS HIV-1 AND 
HBV AND HCV 
on pre-cleaned 
environmental 
surfaces.

 � Water damage 
restoration 
against odor-
causing 
bacteria and 
fungi for home, 
institutional, 
industrial, and 
hospital use.

 � Excellent mold 
resistance even 
in wet test 
conditions.

 � Tough, elastic, 
decorative finish 
that allows for 
movement without 
splitting to create 
lodging places 

for bacteria.
 � The first and only 
EPA registered 
coating for use 
in HVAC systems 
with over 10 
years of proven 
effectiveness!

 � The ideal product 
for residential 
and commercial 
mold remediation 
projects

 � The only EPA 
registered product 
that kills residual 
mold and mildew 
and protects 

surfaces from 
mold re-growth

 � Low viscosity, high 
solids formulation 
provides extended 
coverage with 
excellent hiding 
properties in one, 
easy application.

Global leader of safe, durable, and effective 
built-in antimicrobial solutions that help make 
products cleaner, fresher, longer lasting.

Globally, Foster® brand products provide advanced 
coating solutions for the industrial, commercial and 
residential construction and maintenance markets, 
with substantiated proven performance.

 � Pest Control 
Service

 � Movie booths
 � Odor Control 
Service

 � Refuse trucks
 � Veterinaries
 � Trash Chutes 
and Garbage 

Rooms
 � Waste 
Compactors

 � Carpet Cleaning 
Service

 � Condensation 
collection & 
Drainage areas

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/microban-disinfectant-spray-plus-item-chd2500.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/microban-disinfectant-spray-plus-fragrance-free-item-chd2501.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/fosterr-40-50tm-interior-defensetm-mold-resistant-coating-item-che4050.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/fosterr-40-51tm-sheer-defensetm-mold-resistant-clear-sealer-che4051.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/foster-40-80-item-chd4080-1083.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/foster-40-80-item-chd4080.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/fosterr-40-25tm-full-defensetm-item-che4025.html
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ET-28 Envirotowels
SENTINEL ENVIROTOWELS represent the latest technology 
in cleaning and removing lead dust.  Towels are designed 
for pre-cleaning prior to removal or encasement of lead and 
for final clean-up following lead abatement.  Each towel 
is ready-to-use and presoaked with a solution of Sentinel 
805 Envirowash, a lead specific material that meets HUD 
Guidelines, & Maryland Procedures.  Envirotowels meet 
USEPA Title 40, Part 745 definitions and work practice 
standards for “wet disposable cleaning cloth” and “dry 
disposable cleaning cloths.” (RRP Rule)

Soot Sponge

Smart Strip™ Paint Remover

Smart Strip™ Aerosol Acrylic Paint Stripper

Smart Strip™ Paint Remover Pro 

Peel Away® ST-1

PEEL AWAY® ST-1 has been specifically 
formulated for removal of lead based paint 
from steel structures such as tanks, bridges 
and structural members. PEEL AWAY® ST-1 is 
similar to PEEL AWAY® 1 however its self-sealing 
characteristic allows it to continue working in a 
moist environment without requiring any PEEL 
AWAY® cover. Coverage is 20 sq . feet per gallon. 

Peel Away® 1

NO FUMES AND NO FLAMMABLE SOLVENTS. The 
System includes a paste that is spread or sprayed 
over the surface to be stripped and then covered with 
a fibrous laminated paper with controls evaporation, 
and is left on until all of the paint is dissolved for easy 
collection of the waste. The laminated paper is then 
removed with the bulk of the paste and paint adhering 
to it and the stripped surface is washed clean and 
neutralized. PEEL AWAY® 1 works best when oil/
lead based paint is the prime coating on the surface. 
Coverage is 15-20 sq. feet per gallon. 
Peel Away Neuralizer now included.

Peel Away® 7

Peel Away® Lead Stop

Peel Away® Paper

Environmentally safe paint remover for resistant coatings  
i.e. epoxies, urethanes, chlorinated rubber, elastomeric, 
aluminum, vinyl’s, mastics automobile paints and marine 
coatings. There is NO methylene chloride or caustic 
or any other flammable solvent in the product. PEEL 
AWAY® 7 has been used on large industrial applications 
to remove epoxy and urethane coats from metal and 
masonry surfaces including marine and aerospace. 
PEEL AWAY® 7 can be used with or without the PEEL 
AWAY® paper. 

Professional Soot And Dirt SpongeRemoves 
soot, dirt, and dust from any surface. 
Cleans without water. Can be used on 
walls, wallpaper, ceilings, acoustic tile, 
oil paintings, lamp and window shades, 
brick, suede, felt, burlap, venetian blinds, 
drapes, and books. Removes pet hair from 
upholstery. 

 � 8"x3"x1 1/2"
 � 36/case (Indiv. Wrapped)

Peel Away Paper is a fiber laminated paper that 
protects passersby from accidental contact and 
reduces evaporation of the remover. The peel away 
paper enhances and extends dwell time. This product 
covers approximately 33 square feet.

Paint RemoversCleaning Solutions

Smart Strip™ is a revolutionary paint 
remover that is safe for the user, the substrate 
and the environment. 100% biodegradable, 
water-based paint stripper effective for 
removing multiple layers of architectural and 
industrial coatings from virtually all interior/
exterior surfaces - wood, brick, metal, 
concrete, stone, plaster, fiberglass, etc. and 
does not contain methylene chloride, any 
caustics, or toxic chemicals. Odor free, safe 
for the environment. Exceptional for the safe 
removal of lead based paint. 

STRIP AWAY 15 LAYERS OF PAINT IN 1 APPLICATION!

#CHS0500/ 5 gal.

#CHS0542

#CHS0525

#CHS0501

#CHS0530

#CHE0560

#CHS0535

Simple Green All-Purpose Cleaner
Simple Green is one of the most versatile all-
purpose cleaners you can buy! It’s non-toxic 
and biodegradable, without harmful bleach. 
Because it is a concentrate, you can custom 
dilute Simple Green to clean just about 
anything dirty. It replaces most cleaners, 
detergents, degreasers and laundry pre-
soaks you’re using now! 

CHE2470C 24-7 Clear  

CHE2190W 24-7 Interior  

CHE2470W 24-7 White  

CHE0247-C 24-7 Construction 

CHD1284  Sporicidin® Disinfectant 1 Gallon

CHD1283 Sporicidin® Disinfectant 22 oz. Pump Spray Bottle

CHD1285 Sporicidin® Enzyme Mold Cleaner

CHD1282 Sporicidin® Disinfectant Towelletes

CHD0111 ET-28  contains  28 ct. - 12” x 18”  towels

CHD0112 ET-90 contains 90 ct. - 8” x 12” towels

CHD0110 ET-290 pails have 290 ct. - 9” x 14” towels

Sporicidin® products are an EPA 
registered and FDA compliant disinfectant 
recommended for use in hospitals, and 
medical, dental, and veterinary clinics. 
This OSHA compliant disinfectant is 
ideal for cleaning/restoration and IAQ 
applications, such as mold, water, fire, and 
sewage remediation, air duct cleaning, 
trauma clean-up, misting and dust 
suppression. The Sporicidin brand has 
been trusted by healthcare professionals 
and used in hospitals since 1978; protect 
yourself and your employees by using 
Sporicidin Disinfectant Solution to clean, 
deodorize, and disinfect your equipment, 
target surfaces, and personal protective 
equipment (PPE).

Contec’s Sporicidin brand is releasing Mold Resistant Coatings and Mold 
and Mildew Stain Remover. The addition of these mold-proof coatings, 
when used in conjunction with Sporicidin® cleaners and disinfectants, 
provides a three-step “Clean-Kill-Seal” approach to microbial 
contamination cleanup and prevention. 

Sporicidin® Disnfectant

Sporicidin® Releases NEW Mold Resistant Coating

#RT0100

SMART STRIP PRO is a professional strength paint 
remover that effectively removes Architectural, Industrial 
and Lead Paints. It is formulated without methylene 
chloride and is non-carcinogenic, non-caustic and 
non-flammable. Superior performance professionals 
require when removing even the most difficult coatings. This 
water-based stripper effectively removes multiple coats of 
varnish, oil-based, water-based, acrylic, urethane, epoxy, 
elastomeric and lead paints from any interior or exterior surface – wood, 
brick, stone, concrete, plaster, metal, fiberglass, plastic, glass, etc. 
Because it is a paste, it is easily applied by brush, roller or conventional 
airless spray and is formulated to remain wet and effective without the use 
of Peel Away Paper. (For extended dwell times, Peel Away Paper may be 
necessary, particularly on Lead Abatement and Industrial projects.)
Available only in 5 gallons.

Watch Dog™ Lift Away
Aerosol Graffiti Remover 12oz
Liftaway is a citrus based formulation that is biodegradable and 
environmentally safe. It has been designed specifically to simplify 
the graffiti removal process. This product will remove most 
types of graffiti and many stains from masonry, concrete, glass, 
terrazzo, metal and other surfaces usually in a fifteen-minute 
time frame. Coverage is 60-70 sq. feet per gallon.

Watch Dog™ WIPE OUT 
Porous Surface Graffiti Remover 
WIPE OUT Porous Surface Graffiti Remover - is a 
biodegradable graffiti remover specifically designed 
to remove heavy graffiti from all "porous" surfaces 
i.e. brick, mortar, cement,stucco, pavers and natural 
stone surfaces such as granite, marble, sandstone or 
brownstone. Its non-drip formula clings to the surface 
for fast maximum speed of removal.

Removes Up To 32 Layers Of Paint In A Single Application

Specifically Formulated To Remove High Strength 
Chemically Resistant Coatings

Specifically Formulated To Remove Lead Based 
Paint from Steel Structures

This paint removal cover can be used with all Peel Away 
paint removal products to cover paint removers. 

PEEL AWAY® 1 is especially suited for the removal of lead based paint.

CHS0540 Smart Strip-1 qt.

CHS0541 Smart Strip-1 gal.

Effective acrylic paint remover that does not contain toxic 
chemicals, methylene chloride, or dangerous caustics. It is 
100% biodegradable and safe. Will not burn your skin and 
is a water-based formula that works to removes multiple 
layers of all kinds of paints and coatings in one single 
application.

24-7 Clear Mold & Mildew Resistant Coating
For those surfaces that require a primer, 24-7 is self-
priming and a light precoat will prime these surfaces. 
5 Gal.

24-7 Interior Mold & Mildew Resistant Coating
Designed to be used on properly prepared woodwork, 
doors, walls, ceilings, plaster, sheetrock, concrete and 
other interior surfaces, including HVAC ducting. Not 
intended for exterior usage. 5 Gal.

24-7 White Mold & Mildew Resistant Coating
For those surfaces that require a primer, 24-7 is self-
priming    and a light precoat will prime these surfaces. 
5 Gal.

24-7 CC Mold & Mildew Resistant Construction Coating
High-quality, acrylic-based product,  applied by 
brush, roller or sprayer and dries clear. 10-year limited 
warranty. Meets LEED® IEQ Credit 4.2 low-emission 
materials; paints and coatings. 5 Gal.

Sentinel® 24-7 Mold & Mildew Resistant Coatings 
Inhibit the growth of stain and odor causing 
microorganisms such as mold & mildew on                                    
the dried coatings surface. Contains Microban® 

antimicrobial product protection.

Lead Stop protects the existing lead painted surfaces 
from further deterioration. It has been specifically 
formulated to resist cracking from impact, surface 
movement and age. Lead Stop will provide long-term 
protection from the dangers of lead paint. 

Creates a tough surface to withstand 
impact and abrasion.

 � Easy to Use: Apply, 
Let dry and Paint Over 
Lead Based Paint.

 � Seals and Effectively 
Blocks In Lead Paint

 � Long Lasting Barrier Over 
Lead Based Paints

 � Encapsulating Lead 
Paint Protects Children

 � Eliminates Danger of 
Old Lead Paint Peeling

 � Lead Paint Encapsulation 
Seal of Approval by D.L. 
Litter Laboratories

CGR0501 2 quart

CGR0502 1 gallon

CGR0503 5 gallon

#CGR0504

CHC2000 Simple Green All-Purpose Cleaner 1 Gallon

CHC2001 Simple Green All-Purpose Cleaner 55 Gallon

CHE1284  Mold Resistant Coatings and Mold and Mildew Stain 
Remover

NEW!

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/soot-sponge-each-item-rt0100.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/peel-awayr-st-1-item-chs0501.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/peelaway-1-paint-removal-system-5-gal.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/peelaway-7-stripper-paint-removal-system.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lead-stop-barrier-coat-item-che0560.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/peelaway-paper-10-sheets-item-chs0535.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/24-7-clear-mold-mildew-resistant-coating-item-che2470c.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/24-7-clear-mold-mildew-resistant-coating-item-che2470c.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/24-7-clear-mold-mildew-resistant-coating-item-che2470c.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/24-7-clear-mold-mildew-resistant-coating-item-che2470c-1363.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/24-7-clear-mold-mildew-resistant-coating-item-che2470c-1363.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/24-7-clear-mold-mildew-resistant-coating-item-che2470c-1363.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/24-7-clear-mold-mildew-resistant-coating-item-che2470c-1364.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/24-7-clear-mold-mildew-resistant-coating-item-che2470c-1364.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/24-7-clear-mold-mildew-resistant-coating-item-che2470c-1364.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/24-7-clear-mold-mildew-resistant-coating-item-che2470c-1365.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/24-7-clear-mold-mildew-resistant-coating-item-che2470c-1365.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/24-7-clear-mold-mildew-resistant-coating-item-che2470c-1365.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/sentinel-et-290-envirotowels-item-chd0110.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/sentinel-et-290-envirotowels-item-chd0110.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/simple-green-all-purpose-cleaner-1-gallon-item-chc2000.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/simple-green-all-purpose-cleaner-1-gallon-item-chc2000.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/simple-green-all-purpose-cleaner-1-gallon-item-chc2000-1089.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/asbestos-mold-abatement/chemicals-encapsulants/simple-green-all-purpose-cleaner-1-gallon-item-chc2000-1089.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/sporicidin-disinfectant-solution-1-gal.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/sporicidin-disinfectant-pump-spray-bottle-22-oz.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/sporicidin-disinfectant-solution-1-gal-1367.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/sporicidin-disinfectant-solution-1-gal-1368.html


Model Phoenix 200 HT Phoenix 270 HTX Phoenix 300 LGR

Part # AM0710 AM0713 AM0712

Power 7.5 Amps, 110-120 VAC, Grounded 8.9 Amps, 110-120 VAC, Grounded 12 Amps, 115 VAC, Grounded

Water Removal
140 pints/day @ AHAM (80°F, 60%)
260 pints/day @ saturation
32 gal/day maximum @ saturation

161 pints/day @ AHAM (80°F, 60%)
34 gal/day maximum @ saturation

176 pints/day @ AHAM 80°F, 60% RH
304 pints/day maximum @ 90°F, 90% RH

Refrigerant 
Charge 1 lb., 10 oz. R-410A

Blower 335 CFM
380 CFM
Internal Condensate Pump with 20’ lift,
30’ vinyl hose

540 CFM 
 Internal Condensate Pump with 20’ lift,
30’ vinyl hose

Operating Range 33°F to 125°F 33°F to 125°F 33°F to 110°F

Filters 16” × 20” × 2” 
Pleated Media MERV-11 16” x 20” x 2” Pleated Media MERV-11

Duct Options Intake – 12” Flex-Duct
Supply – 10” Lay-Flat

Intake – 12” Flex-Duct
Outlet – 10” Lay-Flat

Warranty Five years; 1st year 100% of Parts and Labor 2nd-5th 
year 100% of sealed refrigeration system parts.

Dimensions
Cabinet
w/Cart 20-1⁄4" × 40" × 21-3⁄8" 20" × 40" × 23"    24" × 45" × 20"

29" × 46" × 25"

Weight 138 lbs. 130 lbs. 175 lbs.
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Phoenix 270 HTX Dehumidifier

The Phoenix 270HTx is one of the most effective and versatile drying devices available. 
The Phoenix 270HTx features more water removal (161 pints per day@AHAM) and higher grain depression than other 
refrigerant dehumidifiers, while drawing only 8.9 Amps of electricity.

The 270HTx features Phoenix’s patented bypass design, which is now enhanced to compensate for temperature automatically. 
By sensing and adjusting to temperature changes in the drying chamber, the 270HTx maximizes water removal over an 
extended operating range without the need for manual adjustments.

Phoenix 300 LGR Dehumidifier

The Phoenix 300 Dehumidifier is designed to maximize the 
water removal capacity from a single 110-V, 15-amp circuit.
The multiple ducting options on the Phoenix 300 allows for ducting both the intake air and the filtered and dehumidified 
supply air. This makes it possible to easily combine the Phoenix 300 with a HEPA air scrubber, air conditioner or 
desiccant dehumidifier.

Phoenix 200 HT LGR Dehumidifier

The Phoenix 200 HT is the ultimate in low grain refrigerant dehumidification and high temperature performance. 
The 200 HT is the first LGR dehumidifier designed to maintain maximum water removal capacity through ambient                 
conditions up to 120°F.

The Phoenix 200 HT, featuring its patent-pending technology, not only allows superior performance and greater CFMs in high 
ambient temperatures, but also exceeds the performance and efficiency of the original Phoenix 200 MAX under all conditions.

Air Filtration - Dehumidifiers Air Filtration - Dehumidifiers
LEAD / MOLD

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

 � 2-Speed operation (1400-900 CFM)

 � Multiple ducting options

 � Built-in manometer

 � Only 12 Amps

 � Stainless steel cabinet

 � Optional fourth stage carbon filter

 � Wheeled cart design

Phoenix Guardian HEPA System™

Model Phoenix R175 LGR Phoenix R200 Phoenix 200 MAX

Part # AM0711 AM0200 AM0002
Power 6.3 Amps, 110-120 VAC, Grounded  3.7 amps, 230 VAC, Grounde 7.4 Amps; 851 watts

Water 
Removal

92 pints/day @ AHAM (80°F, 60%)
21 gal/day maximum @ saturation

 52 liters/day @ AHAM (26.7ºC, 60%)
83 liters/day maximum @ saturatio

128 pints/day @ AHAM (80°F, 60%)
240 pints/day @ saturation 
30 gal/day maximum @ saturation

Refrigerant 
Charge 1 lb, 8 oz. R410a  .74 kg, R410 1 lbs.., 8 oz. R410a

Blower 230 CFM  442 m /hr without external ductin
290 CFM
Internal Condensate Pump with 20' lift,
30’ vinyl hose

Operating 
Range 33°F to 105°F  1°C to 40° 33°F to 105°F

Filters 12” x 12” x 1” Pleated Media MERV-7 30cm x 30cm x 2.5cm 
Pleated Media MERV-1

16” × 20”
Standard 2” Pleated Media 65% MERV-11
Optional 4” Mini-Pleat Media 95% MERV-14
Optional 2” Pleated Media 30% MERV-8

Duct 
Options

Intake – 12” Flex-Duct
Supply – 10” Lay-Flat

Intake – 30cm Flex-Duct
Outlet – 25cm Lay-Flat

Intake – 12” Flex-Duct
Supply – 10” Lay-Flat

Warranty
 Five years; 1st year 100% of Parts 
and Labor 2nd-5th year 100% of 
sealed refrigeration system part

Five years; First year 100% of Parts and Labor, 
Second-fifth year 100% of Parts of sealed 
refrigeration system.

Dimensions
Cabinet
w/Cart 20" × 33-1⁄2" × 20" Width 51cm, Depth 51cm, Height 

85cm
20" × 40" × 18-1⁄4"
24-1⁄4" × 40" × 21-3⁄8"

Weight 105 lbs. 47kg 131 Lbs.

 

Phoenix 200 MAX LGR Dehumidifier
The Phoenix 200 MAX is one of the most effective and versatile drying devices available on the market today. 
The 200 MAX removes more water and has more grain depression than other refrigerant dehumidifiers, even though it only 
requires 7.4 Amps of electricity. When you combine this performance with the multiple ducting and air filtration options, it is 
easy to understand why the Phoenix 200 MAX is considered the ultimate in low grain refrigerant dehumidification. 

Model
Phoenix 
Guardian  
HEPA System

Part # AM0700

Blower High 1400 CFM* w/o 
external duct

Blower Low 900 CFM* w/o 
external duct

Power 12 Amps, 110-120 
VAC, Grounded

Dimensions 25" × 39" × 25"

Weight 121 Lbs.

Filters 1st 
Stage

1” Spun Polyester  
24” × 24”

Filters 2nd 
Stage

2” Pleated Media  
24" × 24"

Filters 3rd 
Stage

12” V-bank HEPA  
24" × 24"

Filters 
4th Stage 
(optional)

2" Carbon and 
Potassium 

Permanganate
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Phoenix R200 LGR Dehumidifier
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Phoenix R175 LGR Dehumidifier
Compact Design, Big Performance!
The Phoenix R175 combines our Proven Performance into a compact, state of the art, roto-mold design. The R175 reflects 
all the ingenuity and engineering expertise that is expected in Phoenix name-brand equipment. Efficient design results in the 
R175 removing 30% more water (92 pints at AHAM) than competitive LGR units of similar size, while drawing only 6.1 Amps 
of power. The Phoenix reputation for performance is continued in the R175's excellent grain depression and operating range.

Extra Large Capacity in a Small Package
The Phoenix R200 50Hz is a compact, energy efficient LGR dehumidifier that removes over 52 liters per day (AHAM) while 
drawing only 3.7 amps of electricity. The R200 50Hz outperforms the larger competitive dehumidifiers by removing more water, 
providing larger grain depression and consuming less power. The proven LGR design is surrounded by a durable roto-molded 
high impact plastic to create a dehumidifier that is smaller and lighter than competitive units.
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F600 Blower Fan
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Evolution® LGR 
Low Grain Refrigerant Dehumidifier 

The Evolution packs state-of-the-art low grain refrigerant (LGR) technology into a 
compact design. Built for today’s trained restoration professional, the Evolution also 
encompasses the most user-friendly features. So versatile and easy to handle that 
you'll want to use it on every job!

Jet CXV TurboDryer®
Streamlined for high velocity airflow, fast drying and cleanup.
Aerodynamically designed for the highest velocity airflow at 3100 tested CFM – the 
Jet's built-in angles maximize laminar airflow along the floor. Its focused vanes channel      
extra velocity in all the right places and the unit's molded design offsets from the wall for 
optimizing the fastest wall and floor drying. 

Model Evolution® LGR DrizAir® 1200 EnviroBoss™ EB1400 DrizAir® LGR 2000 DrizAir® LGR 2400

Part # AM0012 AM0015 AM0016 AM0013 AM0014
Type Low Grain Refrigerant Standard Refrigerant Low Grain Refrigerant Low Grain Refrigerant

Power 115 V, 5 Amps 115V, 6.4 Amps 11.7 Amps 115V    8 Amps 115V , 11 Amps

Water Removal

119.8 pints/day Max 
(90°F/90% RH)

70 pints/day AHAM 
(80°F/60% RH)

132.3 pints/day Max 
(90°F/90% RH)

64 pints/day AHAM 
(80°F/60% RH)

108 pints/day  
(@ 95°F/60% RH)

172 pints/day Max 
(90°F/90% RH)

110 pints/day AHAM 
(80°F/60% RH)

211.6 pints/day Max 
(90°F/90% RH)

140 pints/day AHAM 
(80°F/60% RH)

Water Pump-Out Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal

Blower 160 CFM 227 CFM 470 CFM 320 CFM 365 CFM

Operating Range 33° – 100°F 33°–100°F 33° - 100°F 33°–100°F

Filters High Air Flow High Airflow Filters 3M HAF Filter High Airflow Filters High Airflow Filters

Drain Hose Length 40' 40 ft 40' 40'

Dimensions 33.5" × 20.7" × 20.7" 32" × 20" × 19.5" 49.5" × 27.25" x 33.5" 40.5" × 24" × 22.5" 47" × 24" × 27" 

Weight 92 lbs. 80 lbs. 195 lbs. 132 lbs. 162 lbs.

Defrost Type Hot-gas bypas Hot-gas bypass Hot-gas bypass Hot-gas bypass

Compressor Type 5,595 Rotary 6,670 BTU Rotary 10,300 BTU Rotary 13,315 BTU Rotary

Sahara Pro X3 TurboDryer®
When efficiency is needed!
This new lower amp, three-speed air mover offers everything restorers need for 
performance and versatility, plus legendary Dri-Eaz durability and reliability.

Sahara HD TurboDryer®
When you need maximum power
Get the CFM and static pressure needed to power through specialty drying challenges. 
This durable and reliable performer works especially well in applications that require 
stronger static pressure – such as drying in walls, under cabinets and in crawlspaces.

Sahara E TurboDryer®
Get the durability and reliability of the Sahara at an economical price
With a .25 hp motor and 1-speed operation, the Sahara E Turbodryer® keeps drying 
simple.  It stacks for storage and disassembles easily for cleaning.

Three-Speed Blower Fans are ideal for floor drying in a variety of environments. 
Blower fans are made using molded polyethylene housing for lasting durability and strength. 1/2 HP motor offers powerful 
and efficient operation, with versatile operation up to 2500CFM. Includes three-position switch with simple graphics for 
selecting operating speeds. Operates in 4 positions. Built-in cord wrap. Total weight is 32 lbs..

Model DriEaz Jet CXV 
Turbodryer

DriEaz Ace 
Turbodryer

DriEaz Sahara E 
Turbodryer

DriEaz Sahara HD 
Turbodryer

DriEaz Pro X3 
Turbodryer

Pullman Holt                       
3 Speed Blower

Part # AM0180 AM0181 AM0182 AM0183 AM0184 AM0111

Dimensions 25.9" × 18.9" 24" × 20.3" × 19" 18.8" × 17" × 18.3" 18.8" × 17" × 18.3" 18.8" × 17" × 18.3" 19" H × 17" × 19"D 

Power 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 Amps, 
115V 1.5 Amps 7.2 Amps 10 Amps 4 Amps 2.4 – 4

Speed Speed Switch 2-speed One Three Three Three

Operating Positions 2 6 3 3 3

Motor .25 HP .25 HP .25 HP 1 HP .33 HP .5 HP 

Weight 35 lbs. 33 lbs. 24 lbs. 36 lbs. 27 lbs. 29 lbs.

Cord Length 25 ft 25 ft 15 ft 25 ft 25 ft 23 ft

Stackable Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Airflow per amp 129 CFM 145 CFM 235 CFM

Tested airflow per 15 
amp circuit 926 CFM 1454 CFM 2817 CFM

Tested Velocity 1881 ft/min 2042 ft/min 3206 ft/min 2071 ft/min

Rated Airflow 2250 CFM 3500 CFM 2700 CFM 2500 CFM
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DrizAir® 1200
The Classic Refrigerant Dehumidifier
The rotomolded polyethylene housing is dent resistant, offers superior durability, and 
helps to protect furnishings when in use. Stack up to two units high for storage. A 
rigid handle and semi-pneumatic wheels ensure easy transport and maneuverability. 

Ace TurboDryer®
Six ways to dry
Looking for an air mover that offers six different positions to help you tackle the 
most difficult drying challenges? Looking for the most CFM per circuit of any air 
mover on the market? Look no further: it’s called the Ace!

Air Filtration - Dehumidifiers Air Filtration - Fans, Air Movers

EnviroBoss™ EB1400 
Take Charge of Any Environment.
Now you can effectively tackle temperature and humidity problems with a single unit: 
the EB1400. Use it for cooling, dehumidifying, supplemental heat or air exchange. 
With interchangeable 8 in. ducts, the EB1400 makes

DrizAir® LGR 2000 
Low Grain Refrigerant Dehumidifier
Remove a lot of water and move less machine. Drawing on 20 years of design 
experience, Dri-Eaz utilized low grain refrigerant technology to pack more drying 
power into a convenient portable unit

DrizAir® LGR 2400
Powerful LGR performance in a portable package
For maximum water removal on commercial and residential water damage restoration, 
the DrizAir 2400 stands alone. It removes volumes of water in a wide variety of drying 
conditions. As a low grain refrigerant dehumidifier, the 2400 excels in environments 
with low specific humidity. You can start and finish the entire job with a DrizAir 2400.
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 � Removes up to 15 gallons a day 
 � Super convenient size 
 � Hot-gas bypass for fast defrost 
 � Rugged rotomolded 
housing – stackable! 

 � Electronic touch-pad controls 

 � Take charge of any environment. 
 � 1 ton cooling effectiveness 
with 470 CFM 

 � Dehumidification, focused 
heating and air exchange. 

 � Ductable for spot cooling, directing 
conditioned air or warm air 

 � Up to 28 gallons a day 
 � Only 132 pounds 
 � Low grain refrigerant with 
patented heat pipe technology 

 � Rugged rotomolded housing 
 � Electronic touch-pad controls 
 � Semi-pneumatic wheels 

 � Removes up to 30 gallons a day 
 � Low grain refrigerant with 
patented heat pipe technology 

 � Rugged rotomolded housing 
 � Intelligent touch-pad controls 
 � Hot-gas bypass for fast defrost 

 � LGR technology boosts 
effective operating range 

 � Compact size – only 92 pounds 
 � Draws only 5 amps – but 
removes up to 70 pints/day 

 � New, rigid fold-down handle 

 � Low amps - 1.5, 2.0 and 3 amp 
     speeds

 � Daisy-chain up to 8 units 
 � (on low speed) using 
convenient onboard outlet

 � Run 200' w/o an extension cord

 � Very low amp draw 
 � Six position versatility 
for handling a wide 
range of applications

 � Dry structures fast with 
1800 actual CFM

 � Underside drying vent 
 � Built-in Microban® antimicrobial 
product protection to inhibit 
growth of odor and stain 
causing bacteria, mold and 
mildew in this machine. 

 � Underside drying vent 
 � Built-in Microban® antimicrobial 
product protection

 � Quick disassembly for cleaning 
 � Easy-grip handle 
 � Stackable for storage 

 � Lower amp draw
 � Daisy-chain capability with 
outlet and circuit breaker

 � Underside drying vent for 
drying under the airmover

 � Easy-grip handle

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/evolutionr-lgr-iem-am0012-1101.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/evolutionr-lgr-iem-am0012.html
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In 1992, Congress passed the Residential Lead Based Paint Hazard 
Reduction Act. Currently, the act is enforced by the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA). In brief, the act set out to regulate property sales 
and leases involving properties built prior to 1978, which would contain 
lead based paint in most instances.

The EPA and the HUD initially worked towards assisting violating 
companies and individuals, those that not did not adequately disclose the 
presaence of lead based paint to tenants or purchasers, with maintaining 
compliance. This leeway period ended in early 1998, and since than, the 
EPA and HUD, working independently and in conjunction with one 
another, have conducted investigations of violators on a regular basis, often 
targeting rental companies in large urban areas.

In essence, a consumer has the right to know about potentially dangerous 
environments they are considering renting or purchasing. The act requires 
full disclosure of the nature of a property built before 1978, which means 
lead paint will most likely be present. Lead paint, especially in unborn 
children and young children, can cause elevated blood levels tantamount to 
lead poisoning. 

LEAD BASED PAINT HAZARD REDUCTION 
ACT OF 1992 - Title X passed in 2010

NEW EPA RRP RULE
(RENOVATION, REPAIR, AND PAINTING)

Lead Abatement KitDetection & Abatement

AIR SAMPLING  PRODUCTS

#AS0201L#AS0199 

 � 500-3000 cc/min
 � Anti-tamper control covers
 � Sealed internal components

 � Rechargeable battery pack
 � Easy calibration
 � UL approved for operation 
in hazardous areas 

The Gilian BDX-II is an economical air sampling 
pump designed specifically for abatement and lead 
applications. It is a compact and rugged air sampling pump optimized for 
sample methods between 500 cc/min and 3000 cc/min. The BDX-II is 
powered by a rechargeable NiCd battery that provides up to 10 hours of 
operation on a single charge.

BDX-II Air Sampling Pump

The M2 is patented, two-sided 
sampling cassette for easier and 
more efficient use in the field and 
in the laboratory. This is the first 
cassette to proved sampling options to 
field personnel. Each cassette can be used to: 

 � Collect two different samples
 � Collect two identical samples concurrently
 � Collect one sample while using 
the other side as control

The M2 cassette is also the very first of its kind for 
laboratory personnel. It provides one-time preparation 
for two samples, pre-printed traverse marks on the 
collection side for standardized counting, and side-by-
side comparison of samples under the microscope.

Allegro’s flow meters 
are seperate from the pump 
to allow the user to set the 
flow for more than one 
pump with the same meter. 
Features an expanded scale 
and includes necessary 
adapters for use with 
particular cassettes.

M2 Multi-Mold™ Cassette - #AS0252-5  T-101 
Jarless 
Sampling
Pump - 
#AS0350S

Flow Meter

#SG0103B

For qualitative fit testing 
of air purifying respirators,  
offers everything needed to 
meet OSHA’s protocol for fit testing 
with smoke. Includes irritant smoke 
tubes, aspirator assembly, and 
record form in a protective carry 
pouch.

Smoke Test Kits 

#SG0105 Replacement Smoke 
Tubes 10/pk.

AS0252-5  Allegro M2 Multi-Mold Cassette-
5Cassettes/box

AS0252-25  
Allegro M2 Multi-Mold Cassette-
25Cassettes/box

Helping to take the guess work out. No where else will you find a low cost all-in-one lead removal kit 
where all components are disposable after use. The lead abatement items within the kit are specified 
from the EPA Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act of 1992--Title X passed in 2010. 

Lightweight and 
low maintenance, 
this rotary vane 
sampler has a 
sampling range of 0-30 LPM and is 
an excellent resource for sampling 
asbestos (25mm cassettes),
lead (37mm cassettes) 
and mold. This sampler is the best 
value in the market today, meets 
OSHA and AHERA standards and 
comes complete with six feet of 
vinyl tubing, inline filters, rubber 
feet, for stability, handle and built-
in switch. Optional adjustment 
aluminum stand. 
Weight 10 lbs..

The RRP Program is a federal regulatory program affecting contractors, 
property managers, and others who disturb painted surfaces.

• It applies to residential houses, apartments, and child-occupied facilities 
such as schools and day-care centers built before 1978.

• It includes pre-renovation education requirements as well as training, 
certification, and work practice requirements.

Pre-renovation education requirements:
• Contractors, property managers, and others who perform renovations 

for compensation in residential houses, apartments, and child-occupied 
facilities built before 1978 are required to distribute a lead pamphlet before 
starting renovation work.

Training, certification, and work practice requirements:
• Firms are required to be certifi ed, their employees must be trained (either 

as a certified renovator or on-the-job by a certified renovator) in use 
of lead-safe work practices, and lead-safe work practices that minimize 
occupants’ exposure to lead hazards must be followed.

• Renovation is broadly defined as any activity that disturbs painted 
surfaces and includes most repair, remodeling, and maintenance activities, 
including window replacement.

For more information, go to the EPA's website at: http://www.epa.gov.

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

IMPORTANT RULES AND REGULATIONS

PCM 25mm air sampling cassettes are designed and 
manufactured to meet all applicable NIOSH, OSHA, 
and EPA standards. 

TEM 37mm Air Sampling Cassette w/ MCE Filters are designed 
to meet all applicable NIOSH, OSHA and EPA air sampling 
standards.

Zefon 37mm Air Sampling Cassette w/ MCE Filters 
are designed to meet all applicable NIOSH, OSHA 
and EPA air sampling standards. 

 � Preloaded, Ready to Use 
 � Polystyrene Housing, 
2 or 3 piece 

 � 3 Piece model suitable 
for lead sampling 

 � Leak Free Design

PCM Cassette - #AS0202

TEM Cassette - #AS0203

Lead Cassette - #AS0210

 � Quality 0.8um MCE 
Filter Material 

 � 2" Static Conductive 
Extension Cowl 

 � Meets 
NIOSH 
7400 specifications 

 � Preloaded - ready to use

 � Polystyrene Housing, 
2 or 3 piece

 � Leak Free Design

 � 3 Piece model suitable 
for lead sampling

 � Preloaded, Ready to Use

 

Hepa U2930 Dustless Vacuum Pullman Holt 390 4 Gal. Hepa Vacuum 5” Electric Floating Head Grinder

STANDARD LEAD REMOVAL KIT - iTEM #AS0500-S

OPTIONAL ADD-ONS

(1 ea.) Duffle Bag
(1 ea.) MSA Half Face Mask
(2 ea.) P100 Cartridges
(1 ea.) Disposable ventilated protective goggles
(2 ea.) Disposable Bags
(1 ea.) Lead Check Swabs
(4 ea.) Alcohol Wipes
(1 pr.) Nitrile Gloves

(2 pr.) Disposable Black Gloves  
           (extra backup pair!)
(1 ea.) Next Gen. Disposable Coveralls 
           including head and feet covers
(1 ea.) Scrapper
(1 ea.) Roll Lead Caution Tape
(2 ea.) Yellow Lead Signs

(1 ea.) Nylon Bag
(1 ea.) MSA Half Face Mask
(2 ea.) P100 Cartridges
(1 ea.) Disposable ventilated protective goggles
(2 ea.) Disposable Bags
(4 ea.) Alcohol Wipes
(1 pr.) Nitrile Gloves

(2 pr.) Disposable Black Gloves 
           (extra backup pair!)
(1 ea.) Next Gen. Disposable Coveralls 
           including head and feet covers
(1 ea.) Scrapper
(1 ea.) Roll Lead Caution Tape
(2 ea.) Yellow Lead Signs

DELUXE LEAD REMOVAL KIT - iTEM #AS0500-D

Heavy Duty Canvas Duffle Bag to make transport to and from job site easier.  

Standard Kit includes Nylon Travel Bag.

Assembled for your convenience and savings, the Lead / ASBESTOS Removal Kit removes the 
guesswork from what is needed for you next project. Included in the Deluxe Kit are:

The Standard Kit is packed in a nylon bag and includes the following items:

#TT0055

Each kit is designed for one lead abatement job, so order multiple kits for 
multiple jobs and save on shipping costs. Or order individual replacement items, as needed.

For use to remove or 
feather paint, pivoting 

for ease of use.

Below are some additional add-ons to think about when you purchase your lead removal kit. 
These include the Hepa Dustless Vacuum and the Pullman Hold 390 Hepa Vacuum. Some important things to think about when spending the money on 

the proper HEPA vacuum cleaner equipment are if it would help you to pass the EPA RRP rule law and will it keep you and your employees healthy. 

This Wet Dry Vacuum is 
specifically designed for the 

fine dust created by grinding, 
sanding and sawing.

Powerful 4-gallon, dry 
only HEPA vacuum with 

exceptional stability, designed 
for professional cleaning,

http://www.eia-usa.org/fact-sheets/lead-fact-sheet/
http://www.epa.gov/lead/pubs/renovation.htm
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/bdx-ii-air-sampling-pump-item-as0201l.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/flowmeter-for-personal-air-sampling-pump-rma-item-as0199.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/m2-multi-moldtm-cassette-item-as0252-5.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/smoke-test-kits-item-sg0103b.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/sensidyne-smoke-tubes-10-pk-item-sg0105.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/pcm-asbestos-cassette-item-as0202.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/pcm-asbestos-cassette-item-as0202-1116.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/37mm-8-lead-cassette-item-as0210.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/m2-multi-moldtm-cassette-item-as0252-5-1372.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/allegro-sampling-pump-w-stand-item-as0350s.html


#MA0090

This unique Surveymaster moisture meter with two 
modes of operation - search and measure. 
Helps the user to distinguish sub-surface from surface 
moisture, essential information when trying to establish the 
extent and cause of a dampness problem. Surveymaster 
is a moisture meter that displays the moisture level values 
on a digital display along side a scale of color-coded lights. 
This digital moisture meter helps in accurate building 
material moisture measurement. This helps the user to map 
the extent of problems and monitor changes in condition 
precisely and reliably. The Surveymaster is the industry 
standard moisture meter for surveying and investigating 
moisture in buildings.

Protimeter Dual Mode Moisture Meter Surveymaster

The moisture you cannot see matters most when  
cleaning and restoring a property after water damage.
From hidden mold to unseen structural damage, undetected 
moisture damages health and property and its oversight can  
create liability. That's why the right moisture meter makes the 
difference. The GE Protimeter MMS has become the standard  
for the professional inspector. Those that know the oversight of  
hidden problems leads to dissatisfied customers, missed 
opportunities in restoration, and liability issues, today rely on  
the advanced features found in the MMS.
Features:

 � Automatic grains-per-lb calculations for specific humidity
 � Data logging with PC interface
 � Interchangeable Hygrostick probe
 � Optional low range RH probe from 1% to 40%RH

Hygromaster - Moisture Meter MMS Plus

Features:
 � Real time monitoring of differential 
pressure and/or vacuum level

 � Dual inlet ports allow monitoring 
between two areas

 � Programmable high and 
low alarm setpoints

 � Extremely simple to set up and use
 � 30+ day internal memory stores 
pressure readings and alarm 
occurrences with a time/date stamp

 � Large graphic display with 
white backlight shows current 
pressure, monitoring status and 
alarm settings at a glance

 � Menu driven interface for easy setup
 � Multiple reports available 
at the touch of a key

 � 95 decibel audible alarm 
notifies workers and bystanders 
when containment is lost

 � Thermal printer, no ink ribbons
 � Printing in any position 
with paper contained in a 
protected compartment

 � Print/log interval adjustable to 
conserve paper and memory

 � Variable response rate to 
avoid nuisance alarms in 
windy environments

 � Passcode protection 
prevents tamperin

 � Automatic printout and logging 
of all settings changes

 � Configuration report prints 
current settings and monitoring 
status for easy review

 � View log on screen, scroll through 
entire memory contents

 � Rugged self-contained unit 
includes power cord, owner’s 
manual, 10’ of hose and spare 
paper roll stored in the case

 � Instant on screen help
 � Second USB port supports PC 
communication for transferring 
job logs, real time monitoring 
and configuration editing

 � Pressure displayed in Inches 
WC, Millimeters WC or Pascals

Omniguard® 4 Digital 
Pressure Recorder

AS0051 10' Hose for Omniguard®

AS0053  100' Hose for Omniguard®

AS0052 6 Volt AC Adaptor for Omniguard®

Sold Separately
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LEAD / MOLD

Disposable towels are generously saturated 
with a gentle pH balanced cleaner to 
quickly remove lead, heavy metal dusts, 
dirt, greases and oils. The soft towels 
lift, bind and hold lead and other heavy 
metal dusts and take them away without 
smearing. With Aloe skin moisturizers, 
D-Wipe towels are the portable and 
convenient way to clean the hands, arms, 
face and surfaces. 

Available in canisters or individually 
wrapped single towels.

 � The only test for lead in paint that is both ETV Tested and EPA Recognized* 
for use on drywall, plaster, wood and ferrous metal surfaces

 � Quickly determine if a paint sample contains less than the USEPA regulated lead limit
 � Test for lead and lead chromate based paints in minutes
 � Small 3/16” sample required (sample tool included)
 � D-Wipe® Prep Towels (included) reduce the chance of contamination of samples

* The EPA Environmental Technology Verification Program (ETV) Name and/or Logo does not imply approval or 
certification of this product, nor does it make any explicit or implied warrantees or guarantees as to product 
performance. 

D-Wipe® Towels

D-Lead® Lead Paint Test Kit

 � Reduces LCD hazards.
 � Superior to TSP in 
removing LCD.

 � Reduces clearance 
failures by 95% & more.

 � Used worldwide by 
abatement contractors.

Ledizolv® Detergent

LeadCheck Swabs 
are non-hazardous 
and provide a rapid, 
sensitive and specific 
test for leachable lead 
on any surface. When 
lead is detected, the swabs 
and/or the surface being tested turns 
pink or red on contact, depending on the 
concentration of lead present. Results are 
obtained in less than 30 seconds in most 
tests. Each kit is labeled with manufacture 
date, model number, serial number, and 
expiration date to conform to RRP rule. 

LeadCheck®

Detection & Abatement

D-Lead® Test Kits are ready to use, fast, simple, portable and provide 
immediate results. This kit will detect as little as 20 micrograms of lead and 
can be used to detect lead on surfaces, respirators, tools, clothing and hands.

D-Lead® Test Kits for Lead Dust

Detection & Abatement

AS0211

AS0220

AS0221

#MA5360

Range  0 to 999 relative (non-invasive); 7% to 99% WME 
(pin meas.) 

Display 1  Digital LCD 

Display 2  60 LEDs green (dry), yellow (at risk) and red (wet) 

Depth of 
moisture

Non-invasive up to 3/4 in (19 mm) , Pin up to 1/2 in 
(12.7 mm) 

Case Pouch with belt loop 

Power 9 V (supplied) 

Technical Specifications

Standard 
Supply

Instrument, 5 in (127 mm) deep wall probes, moisture 
probe, calcheck, 2 spare pins, pouch and instructions 

Weight, inc. 
Batt. 220 lbs./4 oz (100g/4 oz) 

Dimensions 7 in x 1 in x 2 in (175 mm x 30 mm x 48 mm) 

Battery One 9 V 6F22R 

Features
Audible tone. May be switched on/off by the user. Auto switch 
off. May be switched off, or set between one to three minutes, 
by the user. 

Dimensions: 7 in x 2.75 in x 1.9 in (180 mm x 70 mm x 49 mm) 

Gross Weight: 10.58 oz (300 g) instrument only. 2.5 lb (.006 g) 
complete kit 

Max Needle Depth: 0.4 in (10 mm) 

Display: LCD 

Batt. (included): 2 AA  

Measuring Ranges:
Pin (% WME); 6 to 99; Non-invasive (RF) up to 3/4 in (19 
mm) deep; 0 to 1000 (relative); Hygrostick (RH) nominal; 
20 to 100% RH, 32 to 122°F (0 to 50°C) 

Temp. Probe 
Range: 15 to 120°F (-10 to -50°C) 

Hygrostick Data 
(Nominal):

30 to 40% RH (±2.5% RH); 41 to 98% (±1.75% RH); 0.5 
to 122°F (-18 to -50°C) ±0.6°F (0.3°C) 

Low Range RH 
Sensor (Nominal):

Optional MMS Plus 0% to 40% RH ±2.0%,; Temp. 32 to 
104°F ±6.0° (0 to 40°C ±0.3°) 

Data Storage: Up 1,000 results w/ date and time stamp from all 
instrument functions 

The clear choice for monitoring 
and documenting Vacuum and 
Pressure in a containment area.
Ideal for Asbestos, Lead and Mold 
abatement and Clean Room monitoring. 
The Omniguard® 4 utilizes state of the art 
pressure measurement technology to accurately 
monitor pressure inside a containment area.
The Omniguard® 4 is a differential pressure recorder 
in a completely self-contained package, designed from 
the beginning to be extremely flexible yet easy to use. 
The included accessories, owner's manual, hose, a 
spare roll of paper and AC cord, store easily in the lid. 
There's no AC adapter to keep track of.

The soft towels lift, bind and hold 
lead and other heavy metal dusts and 
take them away without smearing. 

Scientifically formulated for use in the 
clean-up and control of LCD hazards.
Millions of homes, schools, day care centers 
and other buildings contain lead-based paint 
and/or other sources of lead-contaminated 
dust (LCD). This dust is the primary cause 
of childhood lead poisoning, which is the 
leading environmental health risk to young 
children. 

According to HUD and EPA, the best way 
to make a home lead-safe is to perform 
specialized cleaning activities on a regular 
basis with a lead-specific detergent.

LEDIZOLV® is THE LEAD-SPECIFIC 
DETERGENTTM  scientifically formulated 
for use in the clean-up and control of LCD 
hazards. Surf through this site to find how to 
make homes, schools, and other buildings 
lead-safe.

Tri/Mon Manometer
Designed as a digital recording 
manometer for carefully tracking 
and displaying differential pressure 
information.
The TRI/MON is durable, lightweight and 
simple to operate. Turn it on, load the 
paper and go to work. It is as simple as 
that. Many more features to serve many 
different applications in environmetal sites, 
clean rooms, laboratories and hospitals.

 � Rugged 1/8" thick aluminum case
 � Full width aluminum carrying 
handle, also doubles as tilt leg

 � Brackets to hold power cord
 � Uses plain paper
 � Large bright red digital display
 � Simple keypad selected functions
 � Self calibrates on each start-up
 � Available with circular chart 
recorder, remote alarm, or digital 
data download capability

 � No separate or loose parts to lose

 � "Smart" button for easy reset to 
factory operating parameters

 � Special indicators to hi-
lite systems functions

 � Keypad lock to prevent tampering
 � Stores 7 days of data in memory
 � Operating temperature 
range 32' - 120'F

 � Simple start-up. Just turn 
on and load paper.

 � One year full parts and 
labor warranty

 � Differential pressure 
range: +/- 0.22 “ W.C.

 � Transducer range: display 
output limited to 0.22” W.C. 
due to over-pressure sensing

 � Over-pressure protected 
with auto valve closure if 
the pressure is greater than 
0.22 inches of water

 � Accuracy of differential 
pressure reading: +/- 1%

 � Resolution of differential 
pressure reading (panel 
display): 0.001 inch of 
water gauge (0.249 Pa)

 � Resolution of differential 
recorder (printer): 0.001 inch 
of water gauge (0.249Pa)

 � Ambient warning tone: 3.8 
Hz, 80 dB at 40 inches (1m)

 � Operating temperature range: 
0-50ºC (32º to 120ºF)

 � Printout interval programmed 
by user: Range: 4 readings/
minute to 1 reading/hour

 � Differential pressure 
sensor transducer output 
range: 0-5 VDC

 � Input tubing diameter: 
1/8 inches ID (4.8mm)

 � Input tubing length: 
20 feet (60m)

 � Power supply requirements: 
120 VAC 0.5A 60Hz (other 
power options available)

 �  Data storage capacity: 7 days

 � Options Available: Remote 
Alarm Assembly Circular 
Chart Recorder 

Features:

Specifications:

#AS0100 #AS0050

LEAD / MOLD

AS0222-S Singles

AS0222-C  Canisters

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/hygromaster-moisture-meter-mms-plus-item-ma0090.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/ledizolvr-detergent-chm5030.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/lead-check-lead-swabs-item-as0211.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/protimeter-surveymaster-dual-mode-moisture-meter-item-ma5360.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/tri-mon-manometer-item-as0100.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/omniguard-4-digital-pressure-recorder-as0050.html
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Most gloves are available M, L, XL, 
unless noted otherwise.
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#GL0100- w/2" Safety Cuff 

LATEX

GCH010D-
Size Ansell Air Flex Gloves

GCH0910 Neoprene Latex Gloves

GD0625 Disposable Latex Gloves

GCH1475 Ansell® Hy-Care Gloves

GD1773 Kimberly-Clark® Kleen-
Guard G10 Powder-Free

GCH0100 Latex Yellow 12” Flock 
Lined Gloves

GCH1351 Best® Value Master 
Unlined Natural Latex

GCH1350 Best® Value Master-
Flock Lined Natural Latex

NITRILE

GCH1480 Ansell Sol-Knit®
 Supported  

GD1881 Ansell Touch N Tuff® 
Premium

GD1990 Best® N-DEX® Free Accel-
erator-Free Disposable  

GD1900 Best® N-DEX® NightHawk  

GD1970 Best® N-DEX® Original  

GD1971 N-DEX® Original Class I 
Powder-Free  

GD1972 N-DEX® Plus 8005  

GD1973
N-DEX® Plus 8005 Powder-
Free

String Knit

Cotton Canvas  

Kevlar String Knit Cut 
Resistant Double Sided

Brown Jersey 
Knit Wrist

Southern 
Glove Super
Oil Rig

Vice GripstersString Knit w/Blue
Latex Coating

LATEX

GCH1355 Best® Master
Natural 

GD1800 Microflex ColorTouch® 
Lightly Powdered Exam

GD1601 Microflex ComfortGrip® 
Powder-Free Exam 

GD1401 Microflex Diamond Grip 
PlusTM Powder-Free Exam

GD1400 Microflex Diamond GripTM 
Powder-Free Exam

GD1700 Microflex MicroOne® 
Lightly-Powdered Exam

GD1500 Microflex UltraOne® 
Powder-Free Exam

NITRILE

GD1974 N-DEX® Ultimate 9905 
Powder-Free

GD1980 Best® Nitrile Gloves

GD0610-
size

Global Glove 5 Mil 
Powder-Free

GD1100 MicroFlex FreeForm® SE 
Powder-Free Exam

GD1101 MicroFlex FreeForm® EC 
Powder-Free Exam 50/box

GD1300 MicroFlex Nitron One® 
Lightly-Powdered

GD1200 MicroFlex Supreno® SE 
Powder-Free Exam 100/box

GD1201 MicroFlex Supreno® EC 
Powder-Free Exam 50/box

#GS0102 

#GL4601

#GW8605

#GL4607 #GL0994 

#GCH1692S #GCH0102 

#GCR0102 

#GC2620 #GC2005 

Applications: 

Applications: 

Applications: 

Applications: Applications: 

Applications: Applications: 

Applications: 

Applications: 

Applications: Applications: 

Applications: 

Applications: 

This glove is the 
number one work 
glove for general 
industry applications. It has a 
striped canvas backing, with a cowhide 
shoulder split leather palm. The gloves 
come with leather fingertips, knuckle 
bands, and a full leather index finger for 
added protection. Cotton lining helps to 
keep hands cool and comfortable.

All leather 
split cowhide 
construction, 
fully welted 
and have 
a one-
piece back to extend wear. 
Consistent grading and superior 
workmanship, various grades of 
leather provide varying degrees 
of protection.

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) is a thermoplastic polymer of urethane. PVC offers good 
abrasion resistance and is very flexible. PVC starts to soften at approximately 82°C 
(180°F). PVC is effective against water and most aqueous solutions, detergents, and 
diluted bases and acids. It only has limited chemical resistance to organic solvents. 

Our best full 
leather work 
gloves. Available in both unlined and 
fleece lined styles. The red fleece lining is 
designed to add an extra degree of warmth 
as well as heat resistance, while the unlined 
version gives added dexterity. Both gloves 
feature slip on cuffs, shirred elastic back, 
and a keystone thumb. 

• General Industrial 
• Refrigerated Areas 
• General 

Maintenance 
• Material Handling 

• Construction 
• Agricultural 
• Gardening/  

Outdoor 

• General Industrial 
• Material Handling 

• Construction 
• Agricultural 

• Petrochemical and refining applications
• Handling grease, oils, acids, caustics and alcohols

• Metal work 
• Farming 

• Construction 
• General Purposes 

• General industrial 
• Agricultural 

• Construction 
• Material Handling 

• Ideal for welding and hot, heavy 
material handling

• General Industrial Work 
• Refrigerated Areas 
• General Maintenance 
• Material Handling 

• Construction 
• Agricultural 
• Assembly  

• General Industrial Work 
• Refrigerated Areas 
• General Maintenance 

• Material Handling 
• Assembly 
• Agricultural 

• Warehousing 
• General assembly
• Light duty general work 

• 
• Construction
• Bottle handling

• Warehousing / package 
handling

• General assembly

• Light duty general work 
• Construction

• General Industrial 
• Refrigerated 

Areas 
• General 

Maintenance 

• Material  
Handling 

• Construction 
• Agricultural 

• General Industrial 
• General 

Maintenance 
• Material Handling 

• Construction 
• Agricultural 

• Construction
• Yard work
• Landscaping

• Farming
• Painting

Ideal for a wide 
variety of general 
purpose lifting and 
handling tasks. 
The canvas gloves 
are a reliable 70% 
cotton / 30% polyster fabric 
that helps to keep hands 
cool and comfortable. 

Most widely used glove in the 
market, 70% cotton/30% 
polyester mix, reversible and 
ambidextrous for added 
durability, can also be used as a 

The blue PVC dipped cotton/
polyester knit wrist glove's palm 
has been completely dipped with 
a thin coating of latex improving 
grip and prolonging  life. 

Two layer seamless brushed 
synthetic terrycloth inner liner 
provides warmth and comfort in 
cold conditions. Etched rubber 
finish gives outstanding grip 
and stays flexible in cold and 
harsh environments. Hi Vis 
orange outer shell.

Coated with PVC for added grip 
and durability. Knit construction 
allows breathability with less 
hand fatigue. Seamless pattern 
increases comfort.

Made w/  regular wt. 100% 
KEVLAR® fiber, similar to string 
knit; however, have PVC dots for an 
added grip. 

Cotton canvas 
construction with 
black PVC dotted palm 
for improved grip. Clute 
pattern with knitwrist.

Cotton 
Canvas 
Single Another widely 

used glove due 
to its comfort, 
economy, and 
usefulness and is 
a lightweight 30% cotton 
70% polyester glove with a 
knit wrist. 

Rayon Lined 
Cotton Gloves 
Keep your hands 
warm w/the  Poly/cotton 
or 100% cotton 
with Rayon lining. 
Knitwrist, clute cut.

#GC0101#GC0100 

#GS3601 

String Knit Single or
Double Dot

Latex gloves are disposable gloves made from 
latex, a rubber product which can be produced 
naturally or synthetically. Awareness of latex 
allergies has led to the inclusion of non-latex 
gloves as an alternative in some facilities to 
address concerns about allergic reactions. 
Latex can be sourced either naturally or synthetically. 
In either case, the material provides excellent barrier 
protection, preventing the transmission of viruses 
and bacteria between a health care provider and 
a patient. Latex is also a great material for medical 
gloves because it is thin and flexible, which means 
that it will not interfere with freedom of movement. 
Wearing properly-sized latex gloves almost feels 
like not wearing any gloves at all, which is very 
important for many aspects of medical care.
Powdered latex exam gloves, which tend to be easier 
to put on. In some cases, powdered gloves may not 
be suitable, as the powder can sometimes cause 
allergic reactions or other problems. Latex exam 
gloves are also available in a wide range of sizes to 
accommodate various hand sizes. The gloves are 
disposed of after each patient, and they may be 
changed during the course of an exam for safety.

Nitrile gloves are a type of disposable glove made 
of synthetic rubber. They contain no latex proteins 
and offer excellent resistance to wear and tears. 
Nitrile gloves are more puncture resistant than 
many other types of rubber gloves and can be 
used to offer superior resistance to many types of 
chemicals. They are often considered to be one of 
the the strongest types of disposable glove and are 
generally safe for people who are allergic to latex.

Unlike other disposable gloves, nitrile gloves have 
low resistance to friction and are very easy to 
slide on. As with some other types of disposable 
gloves, however, powder such as cornstarch 
may be added in order to make putting on the 
gloves as easy as possible. Nitrile gloves come 
in a variety of sizes to fit all hands, from extra 
small to extra large. They can be made in a 
variety of textures, cuff lengths and thickness.

These gloves are popular for their high degree of 
flexibility and superior solvent resistance. They 
are resistant to many oils and some acids, making 
nitrile gloves a good choice for many manufacturing 
environments. Nitrile gloves should not be stored 
under excessive light or heat, however, as that 
can make the rubber disintegrate more rapidly.

Inexpensive and ideally suited 
for a variety of applications.

One of the strongest disposable gloves 
that addresses allergic reactions.

Why Latex Gloves? Why Nitrile Gloves?

Full Leather
Palm w/Knit 
Wrist

Full 
Leather 
Palm w/4" 
Safety Cuff

Premium 
Grade Pig 
Skin

Welder's Glove 
Reinforced 
Thumb

PVC 12" 
Smooth Finish

PVC 12" 
Rough Finish

Split cowhide 
leather palm gloves 
are constructed
using four different grades to meet 
different price points. Leather 
knucklestrap and finger tips for extra 
protection. Elastic closure sewn inside 
glove for safety and comfort. Cotton 
lined palm for extra comfort.

HAND PROTECTION

OSHA 1910.138(a)
General requirements. 
Employers shall select and 
require employees to use 
appropriate hand protection 
when employees' hands are 
exposed to hazards such as 
those from skin absorption 
of harmful substances; severe cuts or lacerations; 
severe abrasions; punctures; chemical burns; 
thermal burns; and harmful temperature extremes.

GS0107 Single Dot

GS0110  Double Dot

GCT0101 Blue

GCT0103  Red

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/gloves/cotton-canvas-gloves.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/gloves/kevlar-string-knit-cut-item-gcr0102.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/gloves/brown-jersey-gloves-dozen.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/gloves/southern-glove-super-oil-rig-glove.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/gloves/kevlar-string-knit-cut-item-gcr0102-1278.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/gloves/cotton-canvas-single-dot-gloves.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/gloves/global-glove-string-knit-single-dot.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/gloves/aes-leather-palm-work-glove-knitwrist-item-gl4601.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/gloves/kosta-14-pvc-rough-finish-gloves-dozen-item-gch1691.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/gloves/kosta-14-pvc-rough-finish-gloves-dozen-item-gch1691-1273.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/gloves/aes-leather-palm-work-glove-knitwrist-item-gl4601-1276.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/gloves/latex.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/gloves/nitrile.html
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Latex HazMat Boot Covers Polypro Boxer Shorts Polypro Bouffant Cap 21" Disposable Shoe Covers

 � Polypropylene suits are breathable, comfortable, 
and work great for lightweight applications 

 � Used in many settings including hospitals, clinics, laboratories, 
and food processing.

 � Also used for manufacturing, general 
cleaning and painting applications 

 � The spun bonded coveralls are used 
in many settings including hospitals, 
clinics, laboratories, food processing, 
manufacturing, general cleaning 
and also painting applications.

Polypropylene Suits

Standard Hood / no Boots Hood / w/ Boots

Coveralls

Safetyhouse NexGen 
Standard

Safetyhouse NexGen 
Hood, No Boots

Safetyhouse NexGen 
Hood and Boots

 � A composite of breathable 
film and nonwoven fabric

 � Lightweight and soft, yet 
strong, whether wet or dry

 � Anti-static treated
 � Mid-level barrier protection 
against non-hazardous particles, 
non-hazardous light liquid splash 
and non-hazardous aerosols

CN1400 White, zipper front, 
elastic wrists & ankles

Sizes available in XL to 5X

CN1400 White, zipper front, 
elastic wrists, ankles, hood 

Sizes available in XL to 5X

CN1400 White, zipper front,  elastic
wrists, ankles, hood & boots

Sizes available in XL to 5X

SafeGard® 76 fabric consists of three layers of pliable, comfortable 
polypropylene.  The two outer layers are made with no-nonsense, 
spunbonded filaments that stand up to tearing and abrasion; the 
inner layer is of meltblown polypropylene microfibers that filter out 
potentially harmful particulate matter and liquids.  Breathability is 
the bonus; air and water vapor pass through for superior wearer 
comfort.  SafeGard® 76 SMS is a 57 g/in2 fabric with meltblown 
middle layer and is rugged, triple-stitched, with serged seams to 
save on renting, laundering and replacing cloth garments.  Not 
recommended for use near heat, flames or in flammable sites.

 � Three ply material consisting of one layer of Meltblown polypropylene 
bonded between two layers of spunbound polypropylene.

 � These garmets are strong, fluid 
resistant and breathable. Providing 
maximum comfort and durability, 
providing optimal mix of protection 
and comfort at an affordable price. 

 � Typical applications include general 
maintenance, janitorial services, 
food processing, construction 
and any nonhazardous job where 
you need to keep clean.

These garmets are strong, fluid resistant and breathable. These garmets are strong, fluid resistant and breathable.
The polypropylene suits are breathable, comfortable, 
and work great for lightweight applications where 
there is no danger from liquid contaminates. 
Polypropylene disposable clothing is an ideal solution for non-
hazardous, grimy work environments where a low cost disposable 
garment is needed. The spun bonded coveralls are used in many 
settings including hospitals, clinics, laboratories, food processing, 
manufacturing, general cleaning and also painting applications. 

SMS Suits

#CN6100
Blue, Hood and Boot,                 
Elastic Wrists

Sizes available in XL to 5X

#CP2850
White, Hood and Boot,                 
Elastic Wrists

Sizes available in XL to 5X

#CN0600 White, Elastic Wrists                         
and Ankles

Sizes available in XL to 5X

#CP0300 Blue, Elastic Wrists                         
and Ankles

Sizes available in XL to 5X

SMS SUITS POLYPRO SUITS

 � A proprietary composite 
of breathable film and 
nonwoven fabric

 � Lightweight and soft, yet 
strong, whether wet or dry

 � Breathable, yet an excellent 
barrier against particles and 
some hazardous liquids used in 
general industrial environments

 � Constructed with a composite 
of breathable film and 
nonwoven fabric. 

 � Lightweight and soft, yet strong 
with good physical properties.

 � Anti-static treated. 
 � Provides protection against 
particles and some non-
hazardous liquids.

CP0405 Polypro Bouffant 
Cap 21" 

CT5020-Shoe-AS Shoe Cover        
Anti-Skid

CM0905-Size Boot                 
Cover 

CP0401 Boxer                               
Shorts

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/coveralls/safe-n/safe-n-clean-sms-blue-suite.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/coveralls/next-generation/next-generation-protective-coveralls-736.html
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Tyvek® Coveralls
With Tyvek® coveralls you don't have to compromise.
That's because Tyvek coveralls deliver the best balance of protection, durability and 
comfort. Made using a proprietary manufacturing process, Tyvek coveralls feature an 
inherent barrier. So, unlike other protective apparel fabrics, which have either a film or 
coating that can be easily scratched or worn away, Tyvek coveralls provide barrier through 
the entire fabric.

DuPont™ Tyvek® provides the best balance of protection, comfort and durability. Made 
of DuPont's unique, non-woven technology for comfortable, inherent barrier protection 
against dry particulate hazards and light liquid splash. Set-sleeve pattern for greater arm 
movement. Stops sub-micron particles better than reusable garments, even after abrasion.

 � Tyvek #14125 - Comfort fit 
design  to enable a greater range 
of movement while stretching and 
bending, provides a more tailored fit, 
offers reinforcement in high stress 
areas for fewer blowouts, utilizes 
a longer zipper for easier donning 
and doffing and an elastic waist 
to better position the garment.

 � Laydown collar.
 � Elastic opening for tighter fit at wrist.
 � Elastic opening for tighter fit at ankle.

 � Tychem #35124 - Multiple 
interlocking threads are sewn 
around the raw edges of 
garment material to create a 
strong, stress-resistance seam.

 � Attached hood with elastic 
around face opening.

 � Elastic opening for 
tighter fit at wrist.

 � Elastic opening for 
tighter fit at ankle.

 � Tyvek #14127 - Tailored fit, 
offers reinforcement in high stress 
areas for fewer blowouts.

 � Attached respirator-fit hood with 
elastic around face opening, designed 
to cover neck and chin and fit 
around respirator face mask.

 � Longer zipper extends to chin for 
complete coverage of neck area.

 � Elastic opening for tighter fit at wrist
 � Elastic opening for tighter fit at ankle.

 � Tychem #37122 - Tightly sewn 
seam is covered with garment 
fabric to reinforce seam and reduce 
potential for particle penetration.

 � Attached hood with elastic 
around face opening.

 � Storm flap covers zipper which can 
be sealed by the wearer w/ adhesive 
strip to prevent intrusion at zipper.

 � Elastic opening for tighter fit at wrist
 � Elastic opening for tighter fit at ankle.

 � Tyvek #14261 -Attached 
respirator-fit hood with elastic 
around face opening, designed 
to cover neck and chin and fit 
around respirator face mask.

 � Longer zipper extends to chin for 
complete coverage of neck area.

 � Elastic opening for 
tighter fit at wrist.

 � Attached Tyvek® FC boots 
have special coating to provide 
added skid-resistance.

 � Tychem #37124 - Tightly sewn 
seam covered with garment 
fabric to reinforce seam.

 � Attached hood with elastic 
around face opening.

 � Storm flap covers zipper 
which can be sealed by the 
wearer with adhesive strip to 
prevent intrusion at zipper.

 � Elastic opening for tighter fit at wrist
 � Integrated socks composed 
of garment material.

 � Tychem #37133 - Unique design 
that gives first responders an 
increased level of protection when 
they need to respond to chemical, 
biological, or radioactive (CBRN) 
terrorist incidents quickly.

 � Integrated SCBA facepiece seal 
engineered to provide effective liquid 
and increased vapor protection 
without respirator encapsulation.

 � Extra long zipper to increase 
garment opening and aid donning.

DuPont™ Tychem® QC
Cost effective protection from liquid splashes and dry particulates. 
A comfortable, lightweight, and durable fabric, DuPont™ Tychem® QC utilizes the strength of DuPont™ Tyvek® fabric and a 
polyethylene quality coating, making this one of the more comfortable and protective garments available. Tychem® QC is used for light 
splash protection in a variety of industrial environments, including petroleum refining, pulp and paper manufacturing, food processing, 
chemical processing, and pharmaceutical manufacturing.1 Tychem® QC provides excellent resistance against biohazards such as blood, 
body fluid, and viral contaminants, and passes ASTM F1670 for blood penetration and F1671 for viral penetration. 

Visibility When working in hazardous conditions, the color and visibility of protective apparel can greatly affect the overall safety of the 
worker. When workers wear high-visibility colors, it improves how well they are seen and distinguished from the background. Obviously, 
safety is enhanced when workers can clearly see coworkers. The Tychem® QC yellow color is often a preferred choice because it 
provides contrast across a wide range of natural backgrounds.

#CCH0140

 � Tyvek #14120 - Comfort fit design based on extensive wearer input to provide 
our most comfortable garment design that: enables a greater range of movement 
while stretching and bending, provides a more tailored fit, offers reinforcement 
in high stress areas for fewer blowouts, utilizes a longer zipper for easier 
donning and doffing and an elastic waist to better position the garment.

 � Laydown collar
 � Open wrists; Open ankles

 � Tychem #37125 - A lightweight, and durable fabric, DuPont™ Tychem® QC utilizes the strength of DuPont™ Tyvek® 
fabric and a polyethylene coating. Tychem® QC fabric provides at least 30 minutes of protection against 42 chemical 
challenges. Tychem® QC is used for light splash protection in a variety of industrial environments, including petroleum 
refining, pulp and paper manufacturing, food processing, chemical processing, and pharmaceutical manufacturing.

 � Multiple interlocking threads are sewn around the raw edges of garment material to create a strong, stress-resistance seam
 � Laydown collar
 � Elastic opening for tighter fit at wrist;  Elastic opening for tighter fit at ankle.  

Standard Coverall Standard Coverall

Coverall Elastic Wrist/Ankles Coverall w/Sewn SeamsCoverall Hood/no Boots Coverall Bound SeamsCoverall Hood and Boots Coverall Bound Seams Fully Encapsulated/Level B

#CT5000 #CT5000 #CT5000 #CCH0140 #CCH0140 #CCH0530-SZ-LB#CCH0140

#CT5000

A BOUND SEAM has each of the raw edges of 
its seam allowances enclosed in a strip of fabric, 
lace or net 'binding' that has been folded in half 
lengthwise. This provides extra protection.

EXTRA PROTECTION

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/coveralls/tychem/tychem-qc-coverall.html
http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/coveralls/tyvek/tyvek-coverall-1414.html
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Coveralls Coveralls
PROTECTIVE CLOTHINGPROTECTIVE CLOTHING

CK7700
Zipper front, storm flap, 
elastic wrists, ankles 
& hood

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK7700A
Zipper front, storm flap, 
elastic wrists, hood, & 
boots

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

Made from a nonwoven fabric with a 
1.5 mil polyethylene film-laminated 
exterior and comfortable, cloth-like 
interior. Designed with no seams in 
the front of the garment (the primary 
splash area). Available with serged 
seams only. 

KLEENGUARD A70  
Chemical Spray

Protection Apparel

CK7600 Denim Blue, zipper front, 
no elastic

Large - 5X

CK7600A
Denim Blue, zipper front, 
storm flap, elastic back, 
wrists & ankles

Large - 5X

CK7600B
Denim Blue, zipper front, 
storm flap, elastic back, 
wrists, ankles & hood

Large - 5X

CK7600C

Denim Blue, zipper front, 
storm flap, elastic back, 
wrists, ankles, hood & 
boots

Large - 5X

The patented three-layer fabric 
construction feature a middle layer 
of microporous film that allows heat 
and sweat vapor to escape, protects 
against many dry particulates and 
liquids, even under pressure. Passes 
ASTM F1670/1671 testing for 
penetrations of blood, body fluids 
and blood-borne pathogens. Thicker 
outer layers provide better protective  
barrier against tearing and abrasion.

KLEENGUARD A60 
Bloodborne Pathogen & 

Chemical Splash Protection

CK7400
White, 
zipper front

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK7400A White, zipper front, 
elastic wrists & ankles

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK7400B
White, zipper front, 
elastic wrists, ankles 
& hood

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK7400C
White, zipper front, 
elastic wrists, ankles, 
hood & boots

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK7300 White, zipper front with 1” 
flap, elastic back

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK7300A
White, zipper front with 1" 
flap, elastic back, wrists 
& ankles

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK7300B
White, zipper front with 1" 
flap, elastic back, wrists, 
ankles & hood

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK7300C
White, zipper front with 1” 
flap, elastic back, wrists, 
ankles, hood & boots

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK7800
Bound seams, white, zipper 
front, storm flap, elastic 
wrists, ankles & hood

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK7800A
Bound seams, white, zipper 
front, storm flap, elastic 
wrists, ankles, hood & boots 

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK7800B
Taped seams, white, zipper 
front, storm flap, elastic 
wrists, ankles & hood

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK7800C
Taped seams, white, zipper 
front, storm flap, elastic 
wrists, ankles, hood & boots

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK6500 Blue, 
zipper front

Large - 5X

CK6500A
Blue, zipper front, 
Elastic wrists, ankles & 
hood

Large - 5X

CK6500B
Blue, zipper front, 
elastic wrists, ankles, 
hood & boots

Large - 5X

CK6500C
Blue, with hook and loop 
closure

Large - 5X

Achieve extreme particle barrier 
protection for non-hazardous 
liquids with KleenGuard A40. 
The coverall is made from a 
breathable, micro-porous film 
laminate that keeps liquids 
and particles out. Excellent 
tensile strength ensures that 
this lightweight material will give 
workers long term protection.

KLEENGUARD A40  
Liquid & Particle 

Protection Coveralls
Made from a breathable patented 
MICROFORCE™ Barrier SMS 
fabric that offers significantly 
improved barrier protection on 
submicron-size particles (0.26 
micrometers).  Strong and abrasion 
resistant for extended wear.  Offers 
protection against dry particulates 
and light liquid sprays.  Available in 
denim and white. 

KLEENGUARD A20 
Breathable Particle 
Protection Coveralls

Available Options / Sizes Available Options / Sizes Available Options / Sizes Available Options / Sizes Available Options / Sizes Available Options / Sizes Available Options / Sizes

KLEENGUARD A30 
Breathable Splash & Particle 

Protection Coveralls

KLEENGUARD A65 
Flame Resistant 

Coveralls  

KLEENGUARD A80 
Chemical Permeation & Jet 
Liquid Protection Coveralls

With all the protection you expect 
from KLEENGUARD*, but now even 
more durable, KLEENGUARD* 
A30 Breathable Splash & Particle 
Protection Coveralls are made 
from heavier fabric.  Patented 
MICROFORCE™ Barrier fabric 
enhances the performance of 
this premium SMS fabric, giving 
it superior particle holdout while 
allowing excellent breathability.

A soft yet strong, lightweight garment 
made of a spunlace nonwoven fabric 
treated with a flame-resistant finish. 
While not primary fire-protection 
gear, they are designed to be worn 
in areas where exposure to sparks 
is possible. Flame resistant and 
compliant with NFPA 701. NFPA 99 
compliant. Complies with the flame 
resistance requirements cited by 
paragraph 6.1 of 
CAN/CGSB-155.20-2000.

Made from a durable, lightweight 
fabric with an exterior laminated 
with Saranex® 23-P film and an 
interior that has a comfortable, 
cloth-like feel against the skin.  
Designed with no seams in the front 
of the garment (the primary splash 
zone). Available with bound or 
taped seams.

CK7200 White or Denim Blue,  
zipper front, no elastic

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK7200A
White or Denim Blue, 
zipper front, elastic back, 
wrists & ankles

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK7200B
White or Denim Blue, 
zipper front, elastic back, 
wrists, ankles & hood

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

CK7200C
White or Denim Blue, zipper 
front, elastic back, wrists, 
ankles, hood & boots

Small; Medium; Large; X-Large; 
2X-Large

#CK7200 #CK7300 #CK7400 #CK7600 #CK6500 #CK7700 #CK7800

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684

http://www.thesafetyhouse.com/coveralls/kimberly-clark/kimberly-clark-kleenguard-a20.html
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3M™ Respirators

Color 
Code

Part  No. Model Description PK

RCF6001-OV 6001 Organic Vapor 2/pk

RCF6002-AG 6002 Acid Gas 2/pk

RCF6003-OV/AG 6003 Organic Vapor / Acid 
Gas 2/pk

RCF6004-A/M 6004 Ammonia / Methylamine 2/pk

RCF6005-F/OV 6005 Formaldehyde / Organic 
Vapor 2/pk

RCF6006-MG 6006 Multi Gas 2/pk

RCF6009-MV/CG 6009 Mercury Vapor / 
Chlorine Gas 2/pk

RCF60921-OV 60921 P100 / Organic Vapor 2/pk

RCF60922-AG 60922 P100 / Acid Gas 2/pk

RCF60923-OV/AG 60923 P100 / Organic Vapor / 
Acid Gas 2/pk

RCF60924-A/M 60924 P100 / Ammonia / 
Methylamine 2/pk

RCF60925-F/OV 60925 P100 / Formaldehyde / 
Organic Vapor 2/pk

RCF60926-MG 60926 P100 / Multi Gas 2/pk

RCF60929-MV/CG 60929 P100 / Mercury Vapor / 
Chlorine Gas 2/pk

This full facepiece reusable 
respirator offers lightweight comfort 
and ease of use. Combine with 
appropriate 3M™ Particulate 
Filters or Cartridges, to help provide 
respiratory protection against 
particulates and/or a variety of 
gases and vapors. Lens Clear or 
Tinted. S, M, L

3M™ Full Facepiece 
6000 Series, Reusable

Use with 3M™ Filters 2000 Series, 
3M™ Cartridges 6000 Series, 3M™ 
Cartridges and Filters 7000 Series 
and powered and supplied air 
systems against a variety of gases, 
vapors and particulates according to 
NIOSH approvals. S, M, L

3M™ Full Facepiece 
7800S Series, Reusable

NIOSH approved against 
certain organic vapors and 
particulates. Use for a variety 
of applications including spray 
painting, pesticides, agriculture, 
construction and transportation.

3M™ Half Facepiece 
5000 Series

The power behind each 3M Breathe 
Easy PAPR respirator systems, 
uses interchangeable gas canisters, 
cartridges and filters. Powered by 
a rechargeable eight-hour battery. 
Includes motor blower, battery pack, 
belt and flow meter.

3M™ Breathe Easy™  
Belt-Mounted, PAPR

RR0201 Turbo Unit Assembly with 
Intrinsically Safe Battery

RR0211 Turbo Unit Assembly with 
NiMH Battery

RR0210 NiMH Battery

RR0202 Smart Charger for 
Intrinsically Safe Battery

RR0212 Smart Charger for NiMH 
Battery

This half facepiece reusable 
respirator 7500 Series uses 
advanced silicone material to help 
provide comfortable and durable 
respiratory protection. The 3M™ 
Cool Flow™ Valve helps make 
breathing easier and can reduces 
heat and moisture build-up for 
cool, dry comfort. S, M, L

3M™ Half Facepiece 
7500 Series, Reusable

This PAPR helps protect 
against dusts, fumes, mists 
and radionuclides. It’s ideal 
for lead, asbestos and other 
hazardous particles. It meets ANSI 
requirements for eye and face 
protection. M or L.

3M™ Powerflow™ PAPR

RCF9000 HEPA Filter, SP3

RR0105 NiCd Battery Pack

RR0115 Smart Charger

This half facepiece reusable 
respirator offers reliable and 
convenient respiratory protection 
and is suitable for many situations, 
helping provide protection against 
particulates and a wide variety of 
gases and vapors according to 
NIOSH approvals. S, M, L

3M™ Half Facepiece 
6000 Series, Reusable

When properly fitted, use in a variety 
of applications including welding, 
brazing, torch cutting, metal pouring, 
soldering, and exposure to lead, 
asbestos, cadmium, arsenic, and MDA 
for concentrations up to 10 times the 
Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL). 
Do not use in environments that are 
immediately dangerous to life or health 
(IDLH). S, M, L

3M™ Half Facepiece 
Respirator Assembly

#RF6000 #RF7800 #RM0100 #RR0200

#RH6000 #RH7500 #RH1000

3M™ Cartridges and Filters

#RH5000

Cartridges, Filters, and Battery Chargers Sold Separate. 

Cartridges, Filters, and Battery Chargers Sold Separate. 

3M™ Full Face 6000 Series Maximum Use Concentration
P2 Particulate Filters 50 x Exposure Standard

P3 Particulate Filters 100 x Exposure Standard

Class 1 Gas and Vapour Filter 50 x Exposure Standard or 1000 ppm (which ever is lower)

Class 2 Gas and Vapour Filter 100 x Exposure Standard or 5000 ppm (which ever is lower)

Air Supplied System > 100 x Exposure Standard up to IDLH* atmospheres

* IDLH: Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health

APPLICATIONS AND INDUSTRIES POTENTIAL HAZARDS CARTRIDGE/FILTER OPTIONS*

Abatement Lead & Asbestos
Mold

P100
N95 - P100/OV

Spray Painting, Varnishing, Staining & Coating
Solvent-based
Water-based Latex

OV/P95
Nuisance OV*/P95

Sanding & Grinding Particulate N95

Welding 
Weld Fume
Stainless Steel & Galvanized

N95
Nuisance OV**/P95

Cement Work Silica/Dust N95

Cleaning & Janitorial
Bleach
Ammonia
General Cleaning Products

AG/P95
AM/MA/P95
OV/P95

Agriculture Pesticides & Insecticides OV/AG/P95

Construction Particulate N95

Manufacturing
Solvents
Particulate

OV
N95

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Particulate N95/P100

Chemical Manufacturing
Sulfur Dioxide, Chlorine
Ammonia

AG/P95
AM/MA/P95

*Respirator facepiece or system must be chosen based on the airborne concentration and the necessary assigned protection factor.
**Nuisance level refers to concentrations below the Occupational Exposure Limit (OEL) or other applicable government regulations, whichever is lower.
If you are uncertain of the concentration levels of contaminants or recommended levels of respiratory protection, contact the 3M Technical Service Helpline at 1-800-243-4630. It should not be used as the only means for selecting a respirator. 
Details regarding performance and limitations are set out on the respirator package and User Instructions. Before using any of these respirators, the wearer must read and understand the User Instructions for each product.

Color 
Code

Part  No. Model Description PK

RCF5N11 5N11 N95 Filters for use w/ 
501 Filter Retainer

10/
pk

RCF5P71 5P71 P95 Filters for use with 
501 Filter Retainer

10/
pk

RCF2071-P95 2071 P95 Filters particulate 
filter 2/pk

RCF2076-HF 2076HF
P95 / Hydrogen Flouride w/ 
Nuisance Level Acid Gas 
Relief

ea

RCF2078-OV/AG 2078
P95 Filter with Nuisance 
Level Organic Vapor / Acid 
Gas Relief

2/pk

RCF2091-P100 2091 P100 Filters 2/pk

RCF2096-AG 2096
P100 Filter with 
Nuisance Level Acid 
Gas Relief

2/pk

RCF2097-OV 2097
P100 Filter with 
Nuisance Level Organic 
Vapor Relief

2/pk

RCF7093 7093 P100 Filter 12/
bx

RCF2043-C 7093C

P100 Cartridge / Filter 
Hydrogen Flouride w/ 
Nuisance Level Organic 
Vaper / Acid Gas Relief

60/
cs

RCF5011 501
Prefilter Retainer for 
use w/ 5N11 or 5P72 
Filters

ea

RCF502 502
Filter Adapter for use w/ 
the 2000 series or 7093 
Filters

each

RESPIRTORYRESPIRTORY

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684
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Incorporates maximum comfort, improved donning 
and fit, enhanced safety, and reduced maintenance 
cost. AnthroCurve II Sealing Surface and multi-
ethnic face seal improves fit testing among diverse 
workforces. Patent-pending UniBond silicone 
facepiece helps to eliminate possible leak paths. 

Suggested Applications: 

Advantage 
420 

An improved version of the Comfo II respirator, 
featuring new SoftFeel® facepiece material, which 
increases the comfort factor dramatically. Exclusive 
new formulation that improves the pliability and 
softness of both Hycar rubber and silicone.The 
Comfo Classic respirator features a unique face seal 
design that gives the wearer an exceptional fit.

Suggested Applications: 

Comfo Classic® 

Features an inturned lip around the 
edge for a secure, comfortable seal 
against the face, a large chin cup 
for easy positioning, as well as five 
suspension headstraps and roller 
buckles that hold the facepiece in 
place. The polycarbonate lens resists 
scratching and chemical attack and 
is held in place by a two-piece lens 
ring which is color-coded to indicate 
the size of the facepiece. Includes a 
speaking diaphragm for clear, short-
range communications, a nosecup to 
reduce lens fogging and uses the full 
line of Comfo cartridges and filters.

Suggested Applications: 

Ultra-Twin® 

RM2346 Replacement HEPA 
Cartridge

RM0136 Battery Charger

RM0138 Replacement Battery Pk

The OptimAir MM 2K Powered 
Air-Purifying Respirator (PAPR) 
is designed for mold remediation 
and abatement. The PAPR filters 
particulates from ambient air and 
provides a constant flow of respirable 
air to the Advantage 3000, Ultravue 
or Ultra Elite Facepiece. The mask-
mounted motor/blower with HEPA 
filter has a low profile design that 
enhances user maneuverability and 
simplifies decontamination.

Suggested Applications: 

OptimAir® MM 2K PAPR
Now there’s a revolutionary 
one-mask system that can adapt 
to a wide range of respiratory 
applications. Available in single-
port and twin-port models, this 
remarkable facepiece works with 
air-purifying respirators, supplied-air 
respirators and powered air-
purifying respirators. Simply choose 
the adapter and components that 
best fit your needs and lock into 
place. 

Suggested Applications: 

Advantage® 4000

Hycar - S, M, L

Silicone -  S, M, L

Offer economy, unmatched fit, and comfort with 
a soft blue facepiece. The Advantage 200 LS 
Respirator is approved by the National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) for use 
against a variety of respiratory hazards.

Suggested Applications: 

Advantage 
200 LS 

Enhances worker performance 
through a design that allows even 
lower breathing resistance, a 
standard nosecup that reduces 
fogging and a soft, pliable silicone 
facepiece. A scratch resistant, 
wraparound lens engineered to 
be optically correct eliminates 
distortion for superior visibility and 
peripheral vision. Advantage 3000 
uses the same cartridges and filters 
as the Advantage 200LS respirator.
Designed to meet the National 
Institute for Occupational Safety and 
Health (NIOSH) and EN standards.
Suggested Applications: 

Advantage® 3000

Color 
Code Part  No. M odel Description Pack

Advantage 

Cartridges
RCM5350-OV 815355 Organic Vapor 2/pk

RCM5350-OV/AG 815357 Organic Vapor / Acid Gas 2/pk

RCM5350-MG 815359 Multi Chemical 2/pk

Comfo & 

Ultra-Twin Cartridges
RCM5360-P100 815369 Low Profile P100 2/pk

RCM5360-OV 815362 P100 / Organic Vapor 2/pk

RCM5360-OV/AG 815364 P100 / Organic Vapor / Acid Gas 2/pk

RCM5360-MC 815366 P100 / Multi Chemical 2/pk

RCM4030-OV 464031 Organic Vapor 10/bx

RCM4030-AG 464032 Acid Gas 10/bx

RCM4030-OV/AG 464046 Organic Vapor / Acid Gas 10/bx

RCM4030-A/M 464033 Ammonia / Methylamine 10/bx

RCM4030-GME 492790 Multigas Cartridge 10/bx

RCM4030-P100LP 815177 Low Profile P100 10/bx

RCM5186 815186 P100 / Organic Vapor (short stack) 6/bx

RCM5178 815178 P100 / Organic Vapor 6/bx

RCM5180-OV 815180 Organic Vapor / Acid Gas 6/bx

RCM5182 815182 P100 / Multigas 6/bx

Advantage Filters RCM8346 818346 N95 Flexi-Filter® Pads for Advantage® Respirators 2/pk

RCM8342 818342 P100 Flexi-Filter® Pads for Advantage® Respirators 2/pk

RCM8343 818343 P100 Flexi-Filter® Pads for Advantage® Respirators (with nuisance OV/Ozone Removal) 2/pk

Comfo &

 Ultra Twin Filters
RM0141 809999 Comfo® Cartridge Adapter for Advantage® Respirators 2/pk

RCM6662 816662 N95 Filter 10/pk

RCM6287 816287 R95 Filter 20/bx

RCM9353 489353 N95 Filter Cover (2 required) each

RCM9219 489219 R95 Filter Cover (2 required) each

#RM0200#RF0700#RF5000#RF3000

#RH0200 #RH0500

MSA Respirators MSA Cartridges and Filters

Cartridges, Filters, and Battery Chargers Sold Separate. 

Cartridges, Filters, and Battery Chargers Sold Separate. 

All Available in S, M, L

 � Agriculture
 � Asbestos 
Abatement

 � Chemical
 � Construction
 � Electric Utility
 � Hazardous 
Materials

 � Mining
 � Nuclear
 � Oil and Gas
 � Paper & Pulp
 � Sanding & 
Grinding

 � Spray Painting

 � Welding

 � Agriculture 
 � Asbestos Abatement 
 � Chemical 
 � Construction 
 � Electric Utility 
 � Hazardous Materials 
 � Mining 

 � Nuclear 
 � Oil and Gas 
 � Paper & Pulp 
 � Sanding & Grinding 
 � Spray Painting 
 � Welding

 � Agriculture 
 � Asbestos Abatement 
 � Chemical 
 � Construction 
 � Electric Utility 
 � Hazardous Materials 
 � Mining 

 � Nuclear 
 � Oil and Gas 
 � Paper & Pulp 
 � Sanding & Grinding 
 � Spray Painting 
 � Welding

 � Asbestos Abatement
 � Chemical
 � Construcion
 � Electric Utility
 � Mining
 � Nuclear

 � Oil and Gas
 � Paper & Pulp
 � Sanding & Grinding
 � Spray Painting
 � Welding

 � Agriculture
 � Asbestos 
Abatement

 � Chemical
 � Construction
 � Electric Utility
 � Hazardous 
Materials

 � Mining
 � Nuclear
 � Oil and Gas
 � Paper & Pulp
 � Sanding & 
Grinding

 � Spray Painting
 � Welding

 � Asbestos 
Abatement

 � Chemical
 � Electric Utility
 � Hazardous 
Materials

 � Nuclear

 � Oil and Gas
 � Paper & Pulp
 � Sanding & 
Grinding

 � Spray Painting
 � Welding

• Asbestos 
Abatement

• Chemical
• Electric 

Utility
• Nuclear

• Paper & 
Pulp

• Sanding & 
Grinding

• Welding

#RH0420

RESPIRTORYRESPIRTORY

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684
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Color 
Code Part  No. Model Description Pack

RCN75001-OV N75001 Organic Vapor 2/pk

RCN75002-AG N75002 Acid Gas / Formaldehyde 2/pk

RCN75003-OV/AG N75003 Organic Vapor / Acid Gas 2/pk

RCN75004-A/M N75004 Ammonia / Methylamine 2/pk

RCN75SC-MP 75SC Multi Purpose 2/pk

RCN75002-MV N750052 Mercury Vapor / Chlorine, End of Service Life Indicator for Mercury Vapor 2/pk

RCN7580-P100 7580P100 P100 2/pk

RCN7581-OV 7581P100 P100 / Organic Vapor 2/pk

RCN7582-AG/F 7582P100 P100 / Acid Gas / Formaldehyde 2/pk

RCN7583-OV/AG 7583P100 P100 / Organic Vapor / Acid Gas 2/pk

RCN7584-A/M 7584P100 P100 / Ammonia / Methylamine 2/pk

RCN75SC-MP/100 75SCP100 P100 / Multi Purpose 2/pk

RCN75852-MV/CG 75852P100 P100 / Mercury Vapor / Chlorine, End of Service Life Indicator for Mercury Vapor 2/pk

RCN7190 719009N99 N99 Replacement Filter for 7190 Respirator 2/pk

RCN7506M 7506N95 N95 Filter 10/bg

RCN7506N 7506R95 R95 Filter 10/bg

RCN7506P 7506N99 N99 Filter 10/bg

RCN75FF 75FFP100 P100 Pancake Filter 2/bx

RCF25FF-OR 75FFP100NL P100 Pancake Filter with Odor Relief 2/pk

RCN7535 7535FFP100 (5 pair) 75FFP100 filters and (2 each) Adapters 1/pk

Ask Us About Accessories & Replacement Parts

North Respirators North Cartridges and Filters

#RH7700

#RF7600

Designed to provide eye, face and respiratory 
protection while providing optimum comfort. 

• Offers more than a 200° field of vision and the 
hard coated full face polycarbonate lens protects 
the wearer's eyes and face against irritating 
gases, vapors and flying particles. 

• Polycarbonate lens also features optical 
properties similar to the Norton 180® 
Protective Spectacle to minimize distortion and 
astigmatism. 

• NIOSH and MSHA certified.

North 7700 Half Mask face piece is made of soft, 
hypoallergenic silicone. Made of silicone and 
conforms to a worker's face better than rubber. 

• Low profile of the North 7700 half mask gives 
workers a wide field of vision and room for 
protective eye wear. 

• Its low inhalation and exhalation resistance 
makes breathing easier, leaving more energy for 
production.

• NIOSH and MSHA certified.

7600 Series

7700 Series

Cartridges, Filters, and Battery Chargers Sold Separate. 

Cartridges, Filters, and Battery Chargers Sold Separate. 

All Available in S, M, L

Types to Consider
There are different types of respirators readily available for purchase, 
and it is important to know which one will fit and suit your needs 
best. Let us start with a quick overview:
N95 Respirator - This is a disposable type, where a stiff fiber cover 
is placed over the mouth area and the nose. It allows you to breath 
in clean air yet it filters out the chemicals. For comfort, a metal band 
found on the bridge area of your nose is bendable so you can adjust 
it to your face.N95 respirators are best suited for jobs that include 
dusting, sweeping, bagging etc.
Notable Features and Tips: In case you are allergic to Latex, look for a 
mask where it says 'hypoallergenic'. If you have long hair, make sure that 
the mask has gentle head straps.
Half Face Respirator - This type covers the mouth and the nose but it 
is a bit wider than the N95. Think of it as additional protection to the 
cheek area that can also filter out many more chemical types. You can 
still see clearly, although you might need to wear protective goggles as 
well. It has two filter cartridges to supply you with fresh air so it will 

not feel warm inside and will not cause additional perspiration. Since 
half face respirators are usually of standard size and designed to fit 
most people, you may not find their size specification.
Notable Features and Tips: Half face respirator of high quality is one whose 
filter cartridges do not obstruct your view. The cartridges should be low-
profile ones. If you are wearing a long beard, it is strongly recommended 
that you trim it to ensure optimal protection.
Full Face Respirator - As the name implies, this is set offering a full 
face protection, which is very important if you will be working with 
harmful elements that could impair your vision. With this, you no 
longer need additional protective goggles since it is built in already. 
Full face respirators can usually be divided into two types: mechanical 
and electrical. The electrical ones are also known as supplied air 
respirators, and are suited for jobs in environments overwhelmed with 
dangerous chemicals.
Notable Features and Tips: Inadequate seal of the respirator nose cup may 
result in lens fogging. Make sure the manufacturer of the mask you buy 
had this issue taken care of.

A MUST-KNOW GUIDE FOR RESPIRATORS
Respirators are an invaluable weapon in protection against hazards caused by airborne contaminants. But before you go and 

waste your money on randomly chosen respirator masks, it's important to get familiar with their various types and designation.

#RH5500

#RF5400

5400 Series

5500 Series

One of the lightest respirators on the 
market…weighs just 14 oz. Full face 
respirator can be used as part of a PAPR or 
supplied air system.

• Soft, pliable full facepiece seal offers a 
secure fit.

• Hardcoated, polycarbonate lens is scratch 
resistant, provides a wide field of vision, 
and protects against flying partcles.

• Oral nasal cup reduces fogging.

The North 5500 Half Mask Respirator combines 
the comfort and design of the popular 7700 
series with the low cost and convenience of a 
disposable one.

• Extremely soft and non-allergic elastomer for 
overall comfort and fit. 

• Contoured sealing flange helps eliminate 
pressure points on the face. Low dead air 
space eliminates rebreathing of exhaled air. 

• The direct cartridge to facepiece seal 
minimizes the need for replacement parts. 

RESPIRTORYRESPIRTORY

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684
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RESPIRTORYRESPIRTORY
Disposable Respirators Disposable Respirators

20 per box. Sold per box. 20 per box. Sold per box.

20 per box. Sold per box.

#RD1200

3M 8577 P95 
Particulate 
Respirator

Dirt Dawgs 
1200 
Particulate 
N95

Gerson Smart-Mask Sapphire - #RD2130-BL

Gerson Smart-Mask N95  - #RD2140-BL

Gerson Smart-Mask  - #RD2130-W

Gerson Smart-Mask w/Exhalation Valve- #RD2180

#RD2200

For dust and non-oil mist applications, 
made with anti-collapse poly Dura-
Mesh shell that withstands high 
humidity and keeps filter clean for 
extended periods.

Suggested Applications: 
 � Hot, humid and dusty environments 
such as welding, soldering and 
brazing, grinding, sanding, 
sweeping, bagging, stone 
quarrying, metal machining, 
cement, underground mining, 
polishing, buffing, lime, poultry 
and textiles. No oils present.

20 per box. Sold per box.

For dust and non-oil mist applications, 
made with anti-collapse poly Dura-
Mesh shell that withstands high 
humidity and keeps filter clean for 
extended periods. 

Suggested Applications: 
 � Hot, humid and dusty 
environments such as welding, 
soldering and brazing, grinding, 
sanding, sweeping, bagging, 
stone quarrying, metal machining, 
cement, underground mining, 
polishing, buffing, lime, poultry 
and textiles. No oils present. 

20 per box. Sold per box.

2200
Particulate
N95 

#RD2300

2300 N95
Particulate 
w/Exhalation
Valve.

3M 9211 
Particulate 
Respirator

10 per box. Sold per box.20 per box. Sold per box. 

10 per box. 10 per box. 10 per box.

N95 NIOSH Approved Particulate Respirator. 

Larger more flexible surface area than traditional molded 
respirators for a better fit! Lower breathing resistance 
than traditional molded respirators for improved comfort!  
Rugged blue denim look and new crush-resistant industrial 
construction 

N95 NIOSH Approved Particulate Respirator. 

Larger more flexible surface area than traditional 
molded respirators for a better fit! Lower breathing 
resistance than traditional molded respirators for 
improved comfort!  

20 per box. 10 boxes/case
20 per box. 10 boxes/case

10 per box. 10 boxes/case
10 per box. 10 boxes/case

N95 Particulate Respirator with Exhulation Valve- Blue 
Comfort MAXX™ Super Valve provides noticeably superior 
level of breathing comfort. 
Patented design allows a cool wearing experience while 
giving the wearer an opportunity to speak unmuffled Soft, 
adjustable nosepiece and inner layer deliver greater comfort 
for all-day wear.   

Captures up to 95% of airborne 
particles, including pollens, dander, 
mite allergen, and mold spores  
Adjustable noseclip reduces eyewear 
fogging and helps ensure a better 
seal and fit. Meets NIOSH 42 CFR 
84 N95 requirements.

Suggested Applications:
 � Grinding, sanding, 
sweeping, bagging and 
other dusty operations 

 � Indoor or outdoor chores 
around the home 

Designed to help provide quality, 
reliable worker protection against 
certain oil and non-oil based particles. 
It is an excellent choice for those who 
have work environments that may 
contain oil aerosols.

Suggested Applications:
 � Solids such as those from 
processing minerals, coal, iron ore, 
flour, and certain other substances.

 � Liquid or oil based particles 
from sprays that do not also 
emit harmful vapors.

Designed to help provide reliable 
worker protection against certain oil 
and non-oil based particles including 
those present with nuisance levels of
organic vapors such as solvents, 
degreasers, and resins.

Suggested Applications:
 � Solids such as those from 
processing minerals, coal, 
iron ore, cotton, and flour.

 � Liquid or oil based particles 
from sprays that do not also 
emit harmful vapors.

 � Nuisance level organic vapor relief.

3M 9210 N95 
Particulate 
Respirator

Advanced electret media traps 95% 
of particles down to 0.3 micron, 
including oil-based aerosols.  
Appropriate for prolonged use in 
both oil and non-oil containing 
environments.

Suggested Applications:
 � Solids from processing minerals, 
coal, iron ore, cotton & flour. 

 � Liquid or oil based particles 
from sprays that don't 
emit harmful vapours.

 � Grinding, sanding, sweeping, 
bagging, machining and 
other dusty/oily operations 

Lightweight construction helps 
increase wear time. Electrostatically 
charged microfibers trap 95% of 
non-oil based particles down to 0.3 
micron. Cool Flow Exhalation Valve 
helps reduce heat and humidity 
inside the mask.

Suggested Applications:
 � Ideally suited for heat, humidity 
or long periods of wear 

 � Grinding, sanding, sweeping, 
bagging and other non-
oil based operations.

 � Additional protection against 
Bird Flu / Avian Influenza.

Protects against nuisance levels of 
organic vapors such as solvents, 
degreasers and resins and is an 
excellent choice for work settings that 
involve heat, humidity and long wear 
periods to help against oil and non-oil 
based aerosol particles. 

Suggested Applications:
 � Foundry operations, undercoating, 
lab settings, agriculture, 
petrochemical operations. 

 � Additional protection against 
Bird Flu / Avian Influenza.

This respirator is a breakthrough in 
comfort and convenience. This three-
panel respirator with innovative design 
is uniquely designed to help provide 
comfortable, reliable worker protection 
against non-oil based aerosols. 

Suggested Applications:
 � Protection against solids, liquids 
or non-oil-based particles in 
a wide range of industrial and 
clean-room applications.

 � Textile operations.
 �  Dry chemical handling.
 �  Construction.
 �  Surface preparation.

Ideally suited for work settings 
that involve heat, humidity, or 
long periods of wear. Designed for 
protection against solids, liquids or 
non-oil-based particles in hot and 
humid environments. The 3M™ 
Cool Flow™ Exhalation Valve helps 
ensure comfort. 

Suggested Applications:
 � General maintenance
 �  Surface preparation
 �  Construction
 �  Laboratories
 �  Quarrying and mining

 �  Engineering Agriculture

3M 8210
Particulate 
Respirator

3M 8247
Particulate 
Respirator

3M 8240
Particulate 
Respirator

3M 8271 P95 
Particulate 
Respirator

#RD8210 #RD8240 #RD8271#RD8247

#RD8577 #RD9210#RD8511 #RD9211

3M 8511 
Particulate 
Respirator 

w/Exhalation Valve w/Exhalation Valve

N100 Respirators (Masks) offer the latest in advanced 
protection and comfort. 
Technologically designed to filter out hazardous 
microscopic particles and effectively protect the 
wearer's respiratory system. Soft edges and layered 
material create a tight seal around the face that is 
made to be comfortably worn for long periods of time. 

For most welding applications. Dura-
Mesh®’s Dura-Mesh® shell resists 
collapsing in hot humid conditions common 
to most welding applications. Meets heat 
and flame resistance in accordance w/ 
ANSI/ISEA 110.2003 Section 7.11.1.
Suggested Applications: 
• Hot, humid and dusty environments 

such as welding, soldering and brazing, 
grinding, sanding, sweeping, bagging, 
stone quarrying, metal machining, 
cement, underground mining. No 
oils present. Note: For areas with 
oils present, you must use an R or P 
respirator. 10 per box. Sold per box.

#RD2315

2315 N99 
Premium
Particulate

2360
w/Dura Higher 
Filtration

2600 N95 
Handy Strap 
Black 
Particulate 

#RD2740

2740
Particulate 

Designed for a higher level of 
respiratory protection. Adjustable 
cloth straps and soft foam nose 
cushion makes this dust mask a 
comfortable fit while the featured 
exhaust valve reduces breathing 
resistance and hot-air build up for 
all day comfort. 

Suggested Applications: 
 � Suitable for most welding 
applications. 

10 per bag. 6 bags per case. Sold per bag.

Molded nose bridge with foam face 
cushion fits easily and comfortably 
without a metal noseband. Exclusive 
Ventex® valve lets the hot air out 
faster so breathing resistance is 
reduced and workers stay cooler.

Suggested Applications: 
 � Environments where an OSHA 
substance specific standard 
applies (lead, cadmium, arsenic, 
MDA) as well as pharmaceutical 
manufacturing, conventional and 
nuclear power generation, welding, 
cutting and metal pouring. For oil 
and non-oil based particulates.

 5/box 

The exclusive Dura-Mesh® shell 
protects the filter media so it stays 
cleaner-looking longer. The shell 
also resists collapsing in hot, humid 
environments so the respirator holds 
its shape longer. The result is fewer 
respirators used and lower costs.

Suggested Applications: 
 � Hot, humid and dusty environments 
such as welding, soldering and 
brazing, grinding, sanding, 
sweeping, bagging, stone 
quarrying, metal machining, 
cement, underground mining, 
polishing, buffing, lime, poultry 
and textiles. No oils present.

15 per box. Sold per box.

NIOSH certified under 42CFR84 
regulations to have a filter efficiency 
level of 95% or greater against oil and 
non-oil based particulate aerosols up 
to 10x PEL. 
Suggested Applications: 
• Hot, humid and dusty 

environments such as welding, 
soldering and brazing, grinding, 
sanding, sweeping, bagging, 
stone quarrying, metal machining, 
cement, underground mining, 
polishing, buffing, lime, poultry and 
textiles. For oil and non-oil based 
particulates.

10 per box. Sold per box.

#RD2600#RD2360

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684
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Pry Bar .............................TT1010

E-Z Glide Knife ........ TT0020-8L

Crow Bar .........................TT0143

Hammer ..........................TT1003

Electric Glue Guns
Glue Gun ..........................TT0141
Glue Sticks for Gun ......... TT0141S

T50 HD Stapler Gun ................TT0150
3/8” 1250/pk Staples ..............TT0148
P22 Stapler Gun .....................TT0158
5/16” Staples .........................TT0155

SCOUR PADS 
000000

PREVENTION SIGNAGE

FLOOR PREPARATION

ELECTRICAL NEEDS

KNIVES, BLADES, TOOLS

Miscellaneous

TOOLS
Miscellaneous

String Lights
50’ HD String Lights .............TT0199
100’ HD String Lights ...........TT0197MS1230

50’ 12/3 Extension Cord .......TT1203
100’ 12/3 Extension Cord ......TT1200
50’ 10/3 Extension Cord .......TT1205

500 Watt  
MS1220

Quickblade Knife
Auto Loading ................TT0150

Utility Knife ...................TT0022

Replaceable Blades 
Warren Scraper 
Scraper Blades 4” (100/box)..... TT0024
Scraper Blades 8” (100/box)... TT0024A

12" Stripper Handle 
w/Comfort Grip 
TT0026

Size 11” x 17”
#MS0103 English

#MS0103S Spanish

100 per pack Self Adhesive paper labels 3" x 5" 500 per roll

Size 11” x 17”
#MS0106 English

#MS0107 Spanish

TOOLS
Miscellaneous

For those really difficult hand stripping jobs, here is a 
real heavyweight floor scraper with terrific leverage and 
a long life. Featuring an all steel bar and relaceable 
spring steel blades and a comfortable shovel handle. 

Replacement 
Bulb
TT0190

REPLACEMENT BULB .............TT0191
GFCI Box 
TT0040

Packaged 1 doz. per carton.......... TT0021

........................................... TT0130

........................................... TT0132

Packaged 1 doz. per carton.......... TT0021A

Wooden Brush.......................... TT0019

Dust Pan................................. TT0018M

Wire Brushes
Wire Brush ...........................TT0025
Wire Tooth Brush .................TT0029
Wire Paint Brush ..................TT0030

Shovel With
Wood
Handle

Plastic
Scoop .........TT0135

Metal
Scoop .........TT0179

Floor Scrubber Machine - #TT0131

Paper Signs

Halogen 
Work Light

Stapler 
Guns

Wobble 
Light

Extension Cords

Labels Caution Tape

Spud Bar Tile Popper - #TT0123

Spud Bar Blades

Select Cotton
Mop Heads

18" Floor Rubber 
Squeegee

18" Floor Foam
Squeegee

Quick Change
Mop Handle

Floor Buffer Wire Brushes

StrataGrit 
#TT0129

StrataGrit Plus 
#TT0129P

#TT0139#TT0147

3.5" Blade - #TT0125
(10 pk)

6" Blade - #TT0127
(5 pk)

Floor Buffer Strip Pads

Including stripping, scrubbing, spray 
buffing, polishing, sanding and grinding on 
hard floor surfaces along with shampooing 
and bonnet cleaning of carpeted floors.

 � Cast aluminum chassis is chip resistant.
 � Dual deadman witch system stops 
motor with release of trigger.

 � Non-marking 5" olid wheels
 � Brush speeds 175 rpm.
 � 50' power cord.

Designed for professional floor care maintenance

Nylon filament 
with silicon 
carbide grit 
for you most 
aggressive, heavy 
duty stripping.

Used for 
scrubbing 
heavy soil 
from concrete. 
Features DuPont 
Tynex A® Nylon.

Used for heavy duty stripping 
and scrubbing of resilient floors, 
teranzzo, quarry tile and concrete.

8-ply general purpose mop 
head made of 100% cotton.

Metal head 63” handle 
w/either 1-1/8” dia. wood 
or 1” dia. metal.

Dust brush with 
plastic bristles

12" Industrial Metal 
Dust Pan

Threaded. .................................TT0112
Tapered.  ..................................TT0111

24’.  TT0017    /   18’........... TT0017B

4”.L,.18”.W  .......................... TT0017A

3.1/2”.L,.16”.W  ..................TT0046

  ..............................................TT6100

Wooden Push 
Brooms

Push Palmyra 
Brooms

Carbon Steel
Brush Broom

Wooden
Handles

Heavy Duty 
10" Deck Brush

Black plastic bristles, great 
for wet or dry sweeping. 

For use on driveways 
and floor sweeping. 
Tough and long-lasting.

Asphalt and concrete 
before blacktopping.

Standard threaded and tapered 
handles. Lacquer finish.

Wooden 
Dust Brush

Heavy Duty  
Dust Pan

Hatchets ..........................TT0142 Fiberglass
Ladders
Fiberglass 
composite 
provides greater 
durability.

MS1105 Danger Do Not Enter (RED) 3x1000' /rl

MS1111 Asbestos Hazard 3x1000'

MS1120 Lead Hazard 3x1000'

MS0104 Danger Asbestos

MS0115 Danger, Contains Asbestos

MS0120 Danger, Lead Contaminants

MS0113 Asbestos Labels 
ID#9 /Roll

MS0114 Generic Label 
w/ID#9 on Roll 

5-In-One
Combination
Scraper .........................TT0120

Bi-Metal 
Reciprocating 
Saw Blades

Scour Pad 
6"x9" Green-60 Bulk ............... MS1050
5"x10" Hvy.-Ultra Blue 20/bx ... MS1058
6"x9" Med.-Black 60/bx .......... MS1060
6"x9" Med.-Black 20/bx .......... MS1063
6"x9" Light-Green 60/bx .......... MS1065

6' Ladder .............................. LF0006
8' Ladder .............................. LF0008
10' Ladder ............................ LF0010
12' Ladder ............................ LF0012

1-800-872-3684 1-800-872-3684
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3M ...................................................... 34-35, 40
AC Adaptor for Omniguard ............................25
Adhesive Removers: ......................................13
Aerospace Telescoping Shower .......................4
Air Movers......................................................21
Air Sampling Products ...................................22
Air Sampling Pump ........................................22
Biohazard Bags ...............................................6
Boom - SpillTek  ...............................................5
Boot Covers ...................................................28
Boxer Shorts ..................................................28
Brass Faucet ....................................................4
Broom Handles ..............................................43
Brooms ..........................................................43
Carpet Shield® ................................................8
Charcoal Pleated .............................................3
Clean Step Dirt Grabber Mat ...........................8
Clear ACM Printed Bags .................................6
Clear Flexible Ducting ......................................3
Coveralls .................................................. 28-33
Curtains for Telescopic Shower .......................4
DeGreaser .......................................................7
Dehumidifier ............................................ 18-20
Disinfectants ............................................ 14-16
Disposable 3 Stage Shower   ..........................4
Disposable Bags PK 10 .................................11
D-Lead® Lead Paint Test Kit ..........................24
D-Lead® Test Kits for Lead Dust ...................24
Drieaz ...................................................... 20-21
Duct Tape .........................................................7
Dumpster Liners ..............................................7
Dust Brush .....................................................43
Dust Mask ................................................ 40-41
Dust Pan ........................................................43
D-Wipe® Towels ............................................24
Encapsulants .................................................13
Extension Cords ............................................42
Floor Buffer Brush .........................................43
Floor Buffer Pads ...........................................43
Floor Buffing Machine ....................................43
Foster ............................................................15
Full Face Respirators .........................34, 36, 38
Gaylord Boxes .................................................7
Gaylord Liners .................................................7
Gerson ...........................................................41
Glove Bag Vacuum ........................................11
Glove Bags ......................................................7
Gloves...................................................... 26-27
Graffiti Stripper ..............................................17
Half Face Respirators ........................34, 36, 38
Hammer .........................................................42
Hand Grinder .................................................23

Handles Hot/Cold for Aerospace Decon ..........4
Hatchet ..........................................................42
HEPA Filter ......................................................3
HEPA Filter, SP3 ............................................34
HEPA Vacuums ........................................ 10-11
Hose for Omniguard ......................................25
Hose for Omniguard ......................................25
Hoses & Accessories ......................................5
Kleenguard .............................................. 32-33
Labels ............................................................42
Ladder ...........................................................43
Lag Cloth .........................................................5
Latex Gloves ..................................................26
Latex HazMat Boot Covers ............................28
Layflat Tubing ...................................................3
Lead Abatrement Kit ......................................23
Lead Barrier Coat II .......................................24
Lead Stop Barrier Coat ..................................24
LeadCheck® ..................................................24
Ledizolv® .......................................................24
Lights .............................................................42
Masking Tape ...................................................7
MastaSorb .......................................................5
Mastic Removers ...........................................12
Micro Filter Bags ..............................................4
Microban ........................................................14
Mini-Tank Water Heater ...................................4
MMS Plus Moisture Reader   .........................25
Moldex ...........................................................41
Mop Heads ....................................................43
MSA ......................................................... 36-37
Multi-Mold™ Cassette ...................................22
Negative Air Machines  ................................ 2-3
NiCd Battery Pack .........................................34
NiMH Battery .................................................34
Nitrile Gloves .................................................27
Non Printed Bags ............................................6
North ........................................................ 38-39
Omniguard 4 Pressure Recorder ...................25
Pads - Absorbent .............................................5
Pads -Oil ..........................................................5
Paint Remover ...............................................17
PCM Cassette ...............................................22
Peel Away ......................................................17
Phoenix .................................................... 18-19
Pleated Filters ..................................................3
Poly Pro Suits ................................................29
PolyHangers ....................................................8
Polypropylene Suits .......................................29
Polysheeting ....................................................6
Pre-Filter ..........................................................3
Pump Sprayer ..................................................5

Rags - Colored ................................................5
Ram Board ......................................................8
Replacement Hepa Filter ...............................11
Replacement Poles ..........................................4
Replacement Smoke Tubes ...........................22
Replacement Water Filters ..............................4
Respirator Cartridges ........................35, 37, 39
Respirator Filters ...............................35, 37, 39
Scour Pads ....................................................43
Secondary Ring Panels ...................................3
Seed Bags .......................................................6
Sentinel ..........................................................16
Shampoo .........................................................5
Shoe Covers ....................................................8
Shoe Covers ..................................................28
Shovels ..........................................................43
Shower Head Assemble ..................................4
Signage .........................................................42
Simple Green .................................................16
Smart Charger ...............................................34
Smart Charger for NiMH Battery ...................34
Smart Strip ....................................................17
Smoke Test Kits .............................................22
SMS Suits ......................................................29
Soot Sponge ..................................................16
Sporicidin .......................................................16
Spray Adhesive ................................................7
Spray Foam .....................................................7
Spray Glue and Foam ......................................7
Spray Wand Assemble/Showers ......................4
Spud Bar Blades ............................................43
Spud Bar Tile Popper .....................................43
Squeegee ......................................................43
Stapler Gun ...................................................42
Staples ...........................................................42
Surveymaster ................................................25
TEM Cassette ................................................22
Towels ..............................................................5
Trash Bags .......................................................6
Tri-Mon Digital Pressure Reader ...................24
Tri-Mon Manometer .......................................24
Turbo Unit Assembly ......................................34
Tychem ..........................................................31
Tyvek ..............................................................30
Utility Blades ..................................................42
Utility Knives ..................................................42
Water FIlters ....................................................4
Window Shield .................................................8
Wire Brush .....................................................43
Zippers .............................................................9
Zipwall Products ..............................................9
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325 Westtown Road, Suite 14
West Chester, PA 19382

Order Toll Free: 1-800-872-3684
Order by FAX: 1-610-436-4983

Order Online: www.thesafetyhouse.com

INDEX

Currently we offer shipping from our West Chester, Pa location to all 50 states in the US. All shipping and handling rates are estimated on 
dollar value of the order, and are strictly estimates. Once your order has been shipped, actual freight charges will appear on your Shipping 
Confirmation. Our shipping partner is UPS and we offer four shipping options on most orders: UPS Ground (our default method); UPS 2nd 
Day Air (delivered by end of 2nd business day); UPS Next Day Air Saver; UPS Freight (common carrier)

Ground Service: We ship UPS ground orders within 1 day of your order date and usually ship same day if we receive your order before 
3pm EST, exceptions apply due to non-stock items and manufacturer stock levels. (95% of orders ship within 1 day). See the table below for 
average delivery times for your state (note: these are averages and a single delivery could get there slower or faster.

Next Day/2nd Day Air Service: Get your order there fast! Orders received Monday - Friday (shipping days) before 3 p.m. - EST will be 
shipped out same day of your order, some exceptions apply. Orders received after 3 p.m. - EST will be shipped next day from warehouse.

Freight Service: On large volume/weight orders, we ship UPS Freight on shrink wrapped pallets. Orders typically ship within 1 day of order date if we 
receive your order before 3 p.m. - EST, some exceptions apply. Rates will be calculated and appear on your Shipping Confirmation.

TheSafetyhouse.com Guarantee: We guarantee your 100% satisfaction. We will match anyone’s advertised pricing on exact product. We will 
replace, credit, or refund your order if your are not completely satisfied. 
Personal Assistance: Our qualified representatives are available Monday-Friday, 8:00am-6:00pm, 1.800.872.3684. 
Large Volume Pricing:  Need a quote on large orders? Defintely take advantage of our volume discounts. Contact our reps.
Non-Stock Ordering: Don’t see what your looking for? You have access to all major manufacturers and suppliers. 
Please contact us for special ordering. 
Customized Products: We do offer custom ordering on select products: hard hats, safety glasses, and more. Our representatives are standing 
by to help you.
Payment, Pricing & Promotions: We accept Visa, Mastercard, American Express and Discover.

If a product purchased is defective or not to Buyer’s satisfaction, Buyer can return the product in its original condition within 30 days of 
receipt. If you receive damaged products; please refuse the products upon original delivery from shipping carrier. If damaged products are 
accepted from the carrier, such damage should be noted on the carrier delivery record. Please save the product and the original box and 
packaging and notify TheSafetyhouse.com immediately to arrange for a carrier inspection and a pick up of damaged products. Please notify 
TheSafetyhouse.com Customer Service at info@thesafetyhouse.com of damaged products WITHIN THE FIRST 10 DAYS of receipt. Timely 
receipt of this information is necessary for TheSafetyhouse.com to file a damage claim.

Online:  Please use My Account tools at www.TheSafetyhouse.com or contact TheSafetyhouse.com Customer Service at info@thesafetyhouse.
com, to obtain a Return Authorization (RA) before shipping products back to TheSafetyhouse.com. This will expedite and help ensure the 
proper action or credit upon processing. In order to expedite a return, please have the following information on hand when requesting an RA 
number: Customer number, invoice number, reason for return, action to take (replacement/repair/return/credit) and whether the box has been 
opened or is manufacturer sealed. Click My Account to request an RA online.

Returning:  Please return all products 100% complete including all original manufacturer boxes with the UPC code and packing materials, 
accessories and any other documentation included with the original shipment. RA approval is contingent upon, among other things, the products 
being 100% complete. Customer is responsible for shipping charges to TheSafetyhouse.com distribution center for all products being shipped for 
return, exchange or replacement. Products exchanged or replaced will be shipped by TheSafetyhouse.com to Customer, at TheSafetyhouse.com 
expense, using the same shipping method as was used by Customer to ship the original products back to TheSafetyhouse.com.

Customer Responsibility: Customer is responsible for all risk of loss and damage to products being shipped for return, exchange or 
replacement. Please fully insure return shipment in case of loss or damage. Please use a carrier that is able to provide you with proof of 
delivery such as UPS, Federal Express or Airborne Express. This is for your protection as well as to ensure quick action on your return. Return 
guidelines vary by manufacturer. Please contact TheSafetyhouse.com Customer Service at info@thesafetyhouse.com for details

Return shipping address: 
Call 1-800-872-3684 for address.

Failure to return a product within the applicable return period will be deemed to be an acceptance of the product. 

SHIPPING & DELIVERY 

PRODUCT DAMAGE & RETURNS

ORDERING & PAYMENT 
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